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ABSTRACT

Content-Centric Networking (CCN) become one of the prominent and

emerging future Internet architecture. CCN provides efficient content

distributions by retrieving the contents with their names. In CCN,

the in-network content caching is an essential characteristic that largely

influence the performance of the networks and Quality-of-Service (QoS) for

requesters. The content caching capability of the network routers reduces

the load from servers, content access delay and network traffic. Towards

this, there is a need of efficient caching scheme to comprehensively utilize

the available caching resources. In this thesis, two novel content caching

schemes are proposed, named PDC (Popularity window and Distance-

based Caching) and DPPCOP (Dynamic Partitioning and Popularity

based Caching for Optimized Performance), for efficient utilization of

the cache space. The PDC caching strategy takes autonomous caching

decisions based on the content popularity and distance parameters. Using

these heuristics, the scheme increases the caching probability for popular

contents towards the edges of the network. Hence, the largely requested

contents are accessed from the network with lesser delay and network

traffic. However, a careful investigation of the PDC caching scheme

later revealed that the scheme suffers from content redundancy issue

in high content popularity distributions. Therefore, the proposed PDC

scheme have further scope of improvement. For this, a novel DPPCOP

caching scheme is proposed that dynamically partition the network and

takes collaborative caching decisions without significant communication

overhead. The DPPCOP scheme considers content popularity and

distance-based parameters along with the partitioning information during

content placements. For content evictions, the Least-Recently Used

algorithm has been implemented in the PDC and DPPCOP strategies.
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Extensive simulations are performed on the realistic network topology

using ndnSIM simulation tool to examine the performance of the proposed

caching solutions. The simulation results illustrate that the proposed

PDC and DPPCOP caching schemes improves the network performance

as compared to existing schemes based on the performance metrics such

as cache hit ratio, average network hop count, delay and network traffic.

Keywords- Content-Centric Networking, Network partitioning, Content

placement, Content popularity, Cache replacement, Dynamic popularity

window, In-network caching, PDC, DPPCOP.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

A computer network is a collection of interconnected autonomous com-

puters which is used to share resources and information. The computers

and the devices are termed as interconnected if they can exchange infor-

mation with each other [1,2]. The evolution of computer networks started

in the late 1960s with ARPANET (Advanced Research Projects Agency

Network) by U. S. Department of Defense. It serves as the starting point

of the most widely used WAN (Wide Area Network), presently known as

Internet [3, 4]. The purpose of the Internet is to provide communication

support, data sharing, resource sharing, data security, and administration,

etc.

The current IP (Internet Protocol)-oriented Internet architecture is

based on host-to-host communication [5]. When a requester requires a

content in the IP-based system, then it needs to send a request message

to a server that stores the copy of the contents. To send the request mes-

sage, the user first requires the IP address or URL (Uniform Resource

Locator) of the server. A DNS (Domain Name Server) maps URL to IP

address [6]. Therefore, whenever the user requires any content, they first

need to search for the IP address of the server which holds the content.

Then, the server transmits the content back to the requester using the des-
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tination IP address. This IP-based content retrieval architecture suffers

from the following issues:

1. Host-based protocol and inefficient mobility support: To

provide communication between users for content delivery, each user has a

unique IP address, which is managed by the implementation mechanisms.

This IP-handling mechanism becomes worse in mobile networks [7]. Al-

though TCP provides mobile IP support [8] for these networks but the

requirement of mobile IP is not clear, as most of the hosts are either mo-

bile phones or laptops. In mobile phone communication, the mobility issue

has been solved at the data link layer and mobile IP does not help in this

environment. For laptops, mobility issues are largely handled using DHCP

(Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol) with applications such as email

and instant messaging by simply reconnecting to the server each time the

IP address changes [9]. The DHCP protocol is managed either by a central-

ized server or by distributed architecture. However, both protocols suffer

from frequent session management and route recalculations [10].

2. Inefficient congestion control: TCP’s (Transmission Control

Protocol) congestion control mechanism checks the network repeatedly to

see the present amount of traffic and determine overload in the network af-

ter packet loss. Generally, the speed of content transmission in IP networks

increases at a slow rate until a packet loss occurs. After a packet loss, the

transmission rate decreases by half and again increases slowly till next oc-

currence of packet loss. This mechanism works well in the intial days of In-

ternet but presently the requirements are changed [7]. The present Internet

is more heterogeneous where TCP’s current congestion protocols became

inefficient. However, many researchers work on this problem, and various

congestion control mechanisms are proposed [11,12] but these schemes only

involve the end-user systems and not the intermediate routers. Therefore,
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the congestion cannot be controlled using the network routers.

3. Server load balancing issue: If a user requires content from the

server, then it first needs to search the IP address of that server. Subse-

quently, the user creates a request and forwards it to the server via inter-

mediate routers. At each intermediate router, the IP routing table [13] is

consulted to find the next suitable hop. When the server receives the re-

quest, it prepares a reply message and transmits it towards the IP address

of the user through intermediate routers. After the content retrieval, if

any other user also needs the same content then the request again follows

the same mechanism as discussed for the previous request [14]. Therefore,

every time only the server can respond to the request. If the content is very

popular and requested frequently by multiple users in the network, then

the server becomes overloaded and network resources are not fully utilized

due to high network redundancy.

The enormous growth of the Internet and its applications have gen-

erated vast new requirements from the IP architecture such as big data

analysis, smart cities, smart transportation systems, automated toll tax

systems, etc [15–17]. The initial Internet architecture was not designed to

address these needs and provided patch-based solutions for these kind ap-

plications that increased the complexity of the system. In addition, these

patches also proved to be only temporary solutions for the issues and var-

ious rising requirements cannot be handled by the present Internet [18].

In recent years, the network designing community has proposed several

architectures to alleviate the above-mentioned limitations from the modern

IP-based network environment and for the future of the Internet [19–22].

Presently, to a greater extent, the users are interested in retrieving the

required content (data) with lesser latency rather than finding the specific

host in the network. Therefore, the paradigm is shifted from the current
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host-centric architecture to the content-centric network design. Towards

this, the Information-Centric Networking (ICN) has become a widely rec-

ognized and promising architecture to meet the requirements of future In-

ternet [20, 21]. One of the promising architectures under the umbrella of

ICN project is the Content-Centric Networking (CCN) which is developed

by Van Jacobson and begin as a project under Palo Alto Research Cen-

ter (PARC) [23]. CCN shifts Internet usage from the host-to-host-based

communication paradigm to the receiver-driven content access mechanism.

Hence, the content can not be received until it is requested from the re-

ceiver [24]. The CCN decouples the content from the hosts and each content

has a unique name in the network [25]. During content access, the name

of stored contents is matched with the requested content without focusing

on the location. With this decoupling, the content can be accessed from

anywhere in the network that provides timely retrieval of the content by

the requesters [26].

1.1 Overview of CCN-based architecture

As shown in Fig. 1.1, the CCN have the following basic components in the

network [27]:

Content servers: The content servers are the nodes that publish named

contents in the network. These nodes work as a sink for Interest messages

and have a copy of all contents that can be required by the requester(s).

In other words, the requested content is always found on the server.

Network routers: The network routers are the nodes that are capable

of forwarding the incoming Content message towards the requester(s) in

multi-hop communication. These nodes can also cache the incoming con-

tent. The requested content is retrieved from the network router if it has

a copy of matching content.
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Content requesters/consumers: These nodes generate the Interest

messages to access contents in the network. The content requesters are

the end-recipient of the Content message and they can be smartphones,

laptops, desktops, sensors, etc.

Figure 1.1: An illustration of components in CCN with requesters, caching
routers and content server with states of PIT, FIB and CS

The communication in CCN is driven by the requester of content. The

request is transmitted in the network using the Interest message and the

corresponding data is retrieved in the form of Content message. The re-

quester broadcasts the Interest message to its adjacent routers. Any inter-

mediate router/server which is receiving the Interest message and having

the requested data can respond with the matching Content message. In

CCN, a Content message is transmitted only in reply to the Interest mes-
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sage. Since, Interest and Content messages carry a unique content name,

the intermediate routers that are interested in the content, can share the

transmission path using standard multicast suppression mechanisms [28].

To support content name-based communication in the CCN, the fol-

lowing data structures are implemented on the network nodes: Content

Store (CS), Forwarding Information Base (FIB), and Pending Interest Ta-

ble (PIT) [29]. The CS is the memory buffer of the network routers. Since

the Content messages have unique identification and self-authentication in

CCN, these messages can be useful for many requesters that are requesting

the same content. To maximize the content sharing and the minimization

of upstream bandwidth requirements, the Content messages are cached in

the in-network routers. Therefore, instead of satisfying each Interest mes-

sage at the server, several requests can also be handled at the in-network

routers that have cached the matching content. It also reduces the content

retrieval delay for the requesters as the requester gets the content from the

closest available router that holds the requested content. The FIB con-

tains the information of upstream faces to forward the Interest messages.

It stores the information of potential sources for the requested content and

allows the Interest message to be forwarded to one or more upstream faces

simultaneously and searching of the content in parallel.

The PIT keeps the records of those Interest messages which are trans-

mitted to the upstream faces towards the content source and the matching

Content message is not yet received. Using PIT, the incoming Content

message is forwarded downstream towards the requester(s). In CCN, the

Interest messages are routed exclusively in the network and the Interest

message also provides a trail for the matching Content message to follow

the reverse path using PIT entries. Hence, the Content message is al-

ways routed through the “bread-crumbs” of the Interest message. If the
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requested content is not found within a defined duration in the network,

then the Interest message entries of PIT are eventually timed out. Subse-

quently, the requester needs to re-express the request for the content, if it

still requires that content.

When an Interest message reaches to the network router, the router

begins searching for the matching content name in the cache (CS). If the

content is matched (cache hit), then router (content provider) prepares a

Content message and sends it to the requester using the “bread-crumbs”

of the Interest message. If the content does not exist in the CS, then

PIT is preferred for searching. If there is an exact match found in the

PIT for the requested content then the information of its reaching face is

appended with the stored requesting faces in the PIT. It indicates that

the Interest message is already forwarded to the upstream routers and the

newly received Interest message is discarded. The PIT entry ensures that

when the matching Content message arrives, its copies would be sent to all

the faces that are mentioned in the PIT records. Alternatively, if no match

is found for the Interest message in the PIT, then FIB is searched to forward

the Interest message towards all those upstream routers that may have the

required content. After Interest message forwarding, its entry is created in

the PIT along with its arrival face. If matching information is not there in

FIB for message forwarding, then the Interest message is disposed from the

network because the router is not having matching content and also does

not know where to find it.

The step− 1 in Fig. 1.1 illustrated that the Requester− 1 prepares an

Interest message for the contentD1 and forward it to its adjacent router R1.

When this message reaches to the router R1, R1 explores the cache for the

matching content. As shown in the Figure, when content is not found, R1

searches its FIB to transmit Interest message towards the upstream router
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using (Face − 2) as shown in step − 1 in the Fig. 1.1. During forwarding

of the request, R1 maintains an entry for the forwarded Interest message in

its PIT (shown in step − 2). A similar forwarding operation is performed

by router R2 on CS miss and it also creates a record in its PIT for the

forwarded Interest message (shown in step− 3 and step− 4).

The processing of the incoming Content message is comparatively easy

from the Interest message as the Content message travel the string of PIT

entries for reaching to its requester(s). During Content message arrival,

the router matches the name of received content in its CS. If an entry

matches, it means that content is duplicate and hence, it is discarded. The

processing of the Content message is shown in Fig. 1.2. As demonstrated,

if no matching entry is found in the PIT, then it means that the incoming

content is not requested and is discarded. Otherwise, the information of

its incoming face is stored in the FIB for Interest message forwarding in

the future.

Figure 1.2: Conventional Content message processing
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The CCN model allows the network routers to cache the incoming con-

tents in their CS. All the routers can place the content in their CS based

on the resource availability and the content cache mechanism. Indepen-

dent from the caching decisions, the Content message is then forwarded

on all the faces that match with its name in the PIT. Subsequently, the

corresponding PIT entries are removed after Content forwarding to avoid

repetition of Content message forwarding in the network.

The Content message forwarding and caching mechanism is illustrated

in Fig. 1.1. When server forward the requested content D1 to router R2 in

the reverse path, R2 checks its PIT for the pending Interest message for D1.

On finding a request forD1, R2 forwards the contentD1 on face−3 towards

router R1 and cache the content copy in its CS as shown in step− 5 of Fig.

1.1. Similar content caching and forwarding operations are performed in

router R1, which places a copy of D1 in its CS as shown in step− 6 in Fig.

1.1.

1.2 Need for in-network caching in Content-

Centric Networking

In-network content caching is a fundamental building component in CCN.

Caching becomes a modern research area because it is integrated as a key

architectural element of CCN as compared to the overlay approach in the

current IP-based Internet [30,31]. Every network router has content caching

capability in the CCN and they can cache the contents which are transmit-

ted from the server. The in-network content caching has many advantages

for CCN as discussed below:

1) Improved QoS for requesters/consumers: The aim of in-network

caching is to increase network performance and QoS for requesters by effi-
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ciently disseminating the content in the network. With the content caching

capability of the network routers, the requester can access the required data

from nearby routers instead of retrieving every content from the server.

Therefore, caching feature minimizes content retrieval delay.

2) Reduction in network traffic and congestion: Since, the network

routers are capable of caching the contents and serve the contents to re-

questers, the Interest messages need not be necessarily routed to the content

server. Therefore, accessing the copy of the content from network routers

reduces the traffic and the congestion in the network.

3)Server load reduction: With in-network caching, if a matching con-

tent exists in the CS of a router, then the routers can directly respond

to the corresponding Interest messages. It means that only those Interest

messages are served by the content server for which the content is not found

in the cache of intermediate routers. Hence, content caching reduces the

load from the server.

1.2.1 Challenges for efficient utilization of in-network

caching in CCN

As discussed in the previous section, in-network content caching improves

the network performance in CCN. Therefore, it is crucial to effectively

utilize the available in-network caching capacity to increase QoS for the

requesters (users). In CCN, a content caching scheme needs to address the

following challenges during caching decisions: content placement strategy

and content replacement strategy [32,33].

The content placement scheme takes decisions regarding two challenges:

selection of appropriate content for caching in CCN routers and selection of

suitable router in the network for content storage [34]. Hence, the content

placement scheme takes decisions regarding the selection of the content
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and location for caching in the network. The most cited and traditional

content placement strategy of CCN is Leave-Copy Everywhere (LCE). In

LCE, each content is placed in the cache of all intermediate routers along

the delivery path without any discrimination.

The content replacement scheme is used when the cache reaches its

maximum capacity and the new content needs to be cached. The content

replacement strategy evicts the older content from the CS of the router to

cache the incoming content. Least Recently Used (LRU) is one of the com-

monly implemented replacement schemes where the least recently queried

content is evicted from the CS to cache new arriving content [21, 35–37].

The other widely used cache replacement schemes are First In First Out

(FIFO) and Least Frequently Used (LFU) policies [38]. During FIFO re-

placement operations, the routers replaces the contents in the order of their

arrival. In the LFU replacement strategy, the content that has been ac-

cessed least frequently is discarded to cache incoming content [39].

In realistic networks, the caching capacities of in-network routers are

very small to cache all the distinguishable contents available in the net-

work [40]. The traditional LCE caching scheme [23] performs unrestrained

caching operations as each content is placed in all the intermediate network

routers that exist in the delivery route. This excessive content caching in-

creases the content redundancy and caching operations which leads to per-

formance degradation in the network [41]. Hence, the LCE caching scheme

does not utilize the available in-network caching capacities efficiently and

also causes a high content replacement rate. In this direction, various ex-

isting research works have shown that caching only a subset of contents

on selected routers can significantly increase the network performance in

contrast to the traditional caching scheme [42–45].

In CCN, the caching mechanisms are widely classified as on-path and
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off-path caching schemes [46, 47]. The on-path caching schemes place the

replica of content in the routers which exist in the content retrieval route

and consider recommended content placement strategy for caching deci-

sions [48]. Contrarily, the off-path caching mechanisms can cache the re-

quested content in any network router which may or may not exists in the

content delivery route. Due to this, the off-path caching schemes suffer from

high computational complexity and increased network traffic/congestion in

contrast to the on-path schemes. Therefore, the on-path caching strategies

become more suitable for content placements and are vastly deployed in

the Content-Centric Networking [29].

When the network routers take autonomous caching decisions, the

communication overhead reduces significantly. However, in autonomous

caching schemes, the same content might be excessively placed in many

intermediate on-path routers [49, 50] due to no-coordination among the

network nodes. Due to this, autonomous caching decisions increase con-

tent duplication in the network and the requests for other contents need

to be served from the server. It limits the network performance substan-

tially as the cache hit rate decreases and consequently, the content retrieval

delay increases. Therefore, there is a need for collaboration among the

network routers to minimize unrestrained content placement/replacement

operations and increasing the cache hit rate in the network. Moreover, the

investigation of caching strategies is also required to develop a CCN-based

environment that is scalable to the increasing needs of its applications.

Specifically, a mechanism is required that resolve the content placement

issues by jointly considering the network and content parameters. These

parameters can be node degree, content popularity, cache capacity, number

of cache replacements, the overhead to fetch the identical content from the

server, etc. The proposed research works also need to formulate an efficient
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caching scheme for CCN with a network partitioning scheme for collabo-

ration among routers. Additionally, the proposed caching solution should

increase cache hit rate, reduce network traffic, hop-count, and content re-

trieval delay in the network.

1.3 Objective of research

After analyzing the research gaps in the existing works related to in-network

caching in CCN, the following objectives have been framed. The objective

of the research is to design and implement an efficient caching scheme with

network partitioning for Content Centric network.

Sub-objectives of research:

1. Design and implement a novel network-partitioning algorithm in

CCN.

2. Design and implement an efficient content placement algorithm for

CCN using simulator.

3. Validation of proposed technique with existing standard peer tech-

niques from literature on output parameters like hit ratio, latency,

network traffic, etc.

1.4 Contributions of research

The focus of the proposed research work is towards the efficient utiliza-

tion of the available in-network caching capacity to improve QoS for the

requesters and achieving improved network performance. In this direc-

tion, the contribution of the present research work is two-folded; dynamic

partitioning of the network and a novel caching scheme for effective con-

tent placement and replacement decisions. In the initial phase, the joint
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effect of various parameters have been examined on the caching perfor-

mance such as node degree centrality, content popularity and hop count

attributes. Then, the proposed caching scheme dynamically partition the

network into the optimal number of partitions based on the bandwidth and

hop count parameters. The network partitioning is performed to reduce

the content placement/replacement operations and content redundancy.

In the proposed caching scheme, each partition controls its caching oper-

ations collaboratively. When the content provider and the requester exist

in the same partition, then the content is not cached in the intermediate

routers to minimize computational delay and caching operations. When

the content provider and its requester belong to different partitions then

at most one copy of the content is placed in each intermediate partition

(on-path routers collaborate with each other) according to the proposed

caching scheme. Using these heuristics, the content redundancy is reduced

within partitions and subsequently, the caching performance improves in

the whole network.

For efficient caching decisions, the proposed work jointly considers the

content popularity and the distance-based parameters along with network

partitioning information. In the proposed caching strategy, the content

placement probability increases for the popular content as it traverses from

the provider to the requester. Therefore, the proposed scheme places the

popular contents near the requesters with a higher probability. It has been

argued that it would improve the QoS for the requesters/consumers and

the network performance as the cache hit ratio would increase that lead to

lesser network traffic and content retrieval delay.
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1.5 Organization of thesis

The proposed research work is discussed in six chapters including the in-

troduction chapter.

Chapter 2 elaborates the existing content caching schemes for CCN.

The chapter discusses the gaps in the selection of suitable contents and

routers during content placement/replacement decisions. The identified

gaps motivated for the proposed research work.

The system model and two novel content caching schemes are presented

in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4. The chapter includes the algorithm for dy-

namic network partitioning and the Interest/Content message processing

for efficient utilization of the available caching resources.

Chapter 5 presents the performance evaluation of the proposed caching

scheme using extensive simulations on realistic network topology. This

chapter examines the performance of the proposed caching solutions along

with the existing caching strategies on metrics such as network hit ratio,

hop count, average network delay, and network traffic metrics.

The performance gain achieved by the proposed caching scheme is sta-

tistically validated in Chapter 6.

Finally, Chapter 7 summarizes the contributions of the proposed re-

search work. The chapter also discusses the future scope of proposed work

in CCN.

1.6 Summary

This chapter discusses the significance of in-network content caching in the

CCN and addresses the major concerns in the efficient utilization of the

caching resources. The section analyzes the need for an efficient caching

scheme to improve network performance and QoS for the requesters. The
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next section elaborates the existing caching solutions given by various re-

searchers for Content-Centric Networking.
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Chapter 2

Literature Review

In CCN, when a content is requested and no on-path router has a matching

cache entry for the requested content then it is retrieved from the content

server [51]. During content message forwarding, the content is placed in

the intermediate routers and later, the neighboring routers/requesters can

access this content at a high speed with lesser delay and improved effi-

ciency. This approach of content retrieval is known as a pull-based access

mechanism in which the content is transmitted only when it is requested

by the consumer [52].

Since on-path caching schemes place the content in those routers that

exist in the delivery route, these schemes ended with the caching deci-

sions in a very limited time without additional communication overhead.

This improves the propagation delay for the Content messages. More-

over, these schemes do not introduce more network traffic and computa-

tional complexity as compared to off-path caching schemes [53]. Generally,

these in-network caching decisions are valid for short time durations and

increases the QoS for requesters [54]. This section discusses existing on-

path caching schemes that suggest different heuristics for the content place-

ment/replacement operations and the selection of network routers during

caching decisions for improved network performance.
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2.1 Types of caching schemes

The on-path content caching strategies are broadly classified into

five categories: Probabilistic caching [23, 55, 56], Graph-based [57–

61], Popularity-based [35, 62, 63], Multi-attribute-based [64–68] and

Collaboration/Partitioning-based caching policies [37,69–73]. This section

discuss the noteworthy caching strategies that are falling under these cat-

egories.

2.1.1 Probabilistic caching schemes

The probabilistic caching solutions consider the probability metric for plac-

ing the contents in on-path network routers. This probability is determined

based on the underlying mechanism in the caching strategy. Generally,

these schemes take autonomous caching decisions without any coopera-

tion among routers. Some of the probability-based caching schemes are

described as follows.

The traditional CCN caching scheme i.e. LCE [23] places the content on

each intermediate router in the delivery path with 100% probability. The

placement of content copy on every intermediate router improves the QoS

for the requesters and reduces the server load as the content is accessed

from the nearby routers. However, excessive caching operations result in

very high content redundancy and resource consumptions. Additionally,

the routers which are close to the server are more burdened than those

routers that are near to the requesters during caching operations based

on the LCE strategy. Therefore, LCE scheme is generally used as the

traditional benchmark strategy to analyze the performance gain of newer

caching solutions.

A random fixed-probability caching algorithm is proposed in [55]. The

design of the algorithm is targeted on a pull-based application environment
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Content caching schemes

Popularity-
based caching

schemes

CPCCS [63]

Greedy
caching [74]

MAGIC [75]

FGPC [76]

Lee at. al. [77]

Age-based
caching [62]

Wave [36]

MPC [69]

Graph-based
caching schemes

CMBA [60]

Leaf
caching [59]

Everett et.
al. [78]

Chai et. al. [58]

DC-based
caching [57]

Probabilistic
caching schemes

Probcache+ [41]

Probcache [56]

Random-
caching [55]

LCE [23]

Figure 2.1: Taxonomy of content caching schemes in Content-Centric net-
working (Part-1/2)
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Content caching schemes

Collaborative/
Partitioning-
based caching

schemes

Detti et. al. [72]

CSDD [79]

CBCMF [80]

HCC [37]

PUC [81]

Cluster-based
caching scheme
with VDHT [82]

Multi-attribute
based caching

schemes

CPNDD [83]

NCPP [68]

Opt-cache [67]

CPUL [66]

CSCPUL [65]

Chen et. al. [84]

MAC [64]

Figure 2.2: Taxonomy of content caching schemes in Content-Centric net-
working (Part-2/2)
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where the requester has to generate a request to get content from the

network. The scheme suggests caching the content in the intermediate

routers based on a random probability. The advantage of using random

caching is a low overhead of communication for placing contents and simple

load sharing among nodes. Moreover, no cooperation is necessary among

the network routers and each router takes the resolutions of content caching

autonomously.

The Probcache scheme [56] proposed a caching policy for a wholly dis-

tributed and autonomous network. The Probcache strategy approximates

caching space of the delivery route and probabilistically cache the contents

in the intermediate routers. In the scheme, each router estimates the num-

ber of replicas of inbound contents which can be stored in the delivery

route. Based on the number of cache copies and the hop count informa-

tion, each router probabilistically places the content in their cache during

content forwarding. Using the suggested mechanism, the scheme also leaves

the cache space for the other network traffics which are sharing the same

route. Hence, the scheme fairly multiplexes the contents in the network

routers. During simulations, the Probcache strategy shows a significant

reduction in the cache replacement operations as compared to the LCE

caching strategy.

The Probcache scheme is further improved in [41], which reveals that

the Probcache strategy suffers from biased load management due to the

unfair cache weight parameter during caching decisions. The major is-

sue with the Probcache is that it provides a comparatively high caching

probability to those contents flows that are forwarded far from the content

provider. The proposed Probcache+ scheme recommends that the caching

probability should not be directly proportional to the hop-count value from

the content provider to the on-path router. Subsequently, the Probcache+
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caching scheme shows improved load balancing and fair content multiplex-

ing in the network.

However, both schemes [41,56] do not consider the variation in the pop-

ularity of contents during caching decisions and have no distinction in the

network routers. Additionally, the execution of the suggested caching solu-

tion is not carried on the standard network topologies during simulations.

To calculate the path caching capacity, each intermediate router depends

on the capacity of other caches in the path. As the routers do not know

caching capacity of other routers, the routers assumed that all other routers

have the same cache size throughout the path. This assumption works well

for those routers that have more cache space as they have more probability

to store the content but it fails in fully exploiting extra caching resources.

The performance of the schemes has the further scope of improvement by

analyzing and considering other parameters also during content placement

decisions such as the content access patterns and node centrality, etc.

2.1.2 Graph-based caching schemes

The graph-based caching schemes determine the location of the suitable

router for caching decisions in the network. Using graph-based caching

heuristics, the content is cached in those routers that have a higher prob-

ability of the cache hit from other routers in the network. Generally, for

content placements, the routers are selected based on their location in the

network or the graph-centrality metrics such as degree-centrality, betwee-

ness centrality, eccentricity centrality, etc. These schemes improve the

cache hit ratio and reduce the latency in accessing requested content be-

cause the content is placed on the routers that encounter relatively more

network traffic.

The Leave Copy Down (LCD) caching strategy [61] is a simple and
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effective graph-based caching mechanism for CCN. On arrival of an In-

terest message, if the matching content is found in the cache, then the

requested content is placed in the immediate downstream router of the

content provider towards the requester. With an increase in the content

access frequency in the network, the content is gradually placed near the

requesters. However, the scheme suffers from high content redundancy and

QoS degradation for the requesters as the content is placed near the re-

questers very slowly. A variant of the LCD scheme is called Move Copy

Down (MCD). In this scheme, the content is cached in the immediate down-

stream router after the cache hit, and then it is removed from the storage

of the content provider. Using the suggested variation, the content redun-

dancy is restricted in the network, and therefore, more cache space would

be available for different contents.

The content placement scheme proposed by Rossi et. al. [57] study

the caching performance in the CCN with emphasis on the heterogeneous

caching capacities of the network routers. The work analyzes different

graph-related centrality parameters for caching decisions such as closeness,

graph, betweeness, stress, and degree centrality. The performance of the al-

gorithms is determined on five existing standard network topologies which

are Abilene, Tiger2, Geant, Level3, and DTelekom. The graph-based pa-

rameters discussed in the paper are defined below:

1. Degree Centrality (DC): A router’s degree centrality is equal to the

total number of links (both in-degree and out-degree) connected with

the specific router.

2. Stress Centrality (SC): A router’s stress centrality is the total number

of shortest routes among all nodes in the network where that router

is common.

3. Betweeness Centrality (BC): It is the normalized form of stress cen-
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trality. Betweeness centrality of a router is equal to the ratio of the

total number of shortest routes between two nodes going through the

router and the total number of the shortest path between those nodes.

4. Closeness Centrality (CC): It determines the distance of the router

from all other nodes in the network. CC determines the centrality of

a node in the whole network.

5. Graph Centrality (GC): The graph centrality of a router (R) is related

to the distance of the router (R) to the farthest node in the network.

The router with a large GC has the shortest distance to all other

nodes in the graph.

The simulation results of the scheme [57] demonstrated that the node

degree centrality (DC) is a robust cache allocation criterion and has good

network performance for a wide variety of network topologies. Additionally,

the scheme demonstrated that the gain leveraged by the heterogeneity of

CCN caches is not very influential.

A betweeness centrality-based caching scheme is described in [58]. In

this strategy, the router that has a higher value of betweeness centrality

metrics in the delivery path caches the content during forwarding opera-

tions. The scheme eliminates the uncertainty of random caching scheme

[55] by taking deterministic caching decisions.

Another betweeness centrality metric-based caching scheme is suggested

in [78] for the dynamic networks. During performance evaluations of the

scheme, the scheme [78] performs better than the LCE caching on Aver-

age network hop count and server load parameters. A leaf-based content

placement scheme is proposed in [59] for the publish/subscribe systems. In

publish-subscribe networks, the content is delivered to all the active sub-

scribers when it is published. Therefore, generally, the network suffered

from excessive content traffic as the subscribers may be disconnected or
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moved to other locations and the content is consuming the bandwidth and

energy of the network links. The scheme recommends placing the incoming

contents in leaf routers only. The other intermediate/core network routers

simply forward the content towards requesters without caching operations.

As the content is placed/replaced in the edge routers, the scheme shows the

reduction in computational latency and the querying complexity. However,

as the caching operation is performed in a small subset of network routers,

the scheme does not comprehensively utilize the available cache capacity.

Lal et. al. [60] proposed a Centrality-Measure Based Algorithm

(CMBA) which demonstrated that the network performance is improved

by selecting the appropriate routers for content placement. It also explores

the issue of excessive caching operations in the content delivery path and

the scheme controls the redundancy in the network to avoid wastage of

CS capacity. The proposed CMBA scheme jointly considered the degree-

centrality, reach-centrality, betweeness centrality, and the closeness cen-

trality parameters. During caching decisions, the scheme takes an average

of the centrality parameters of each on-path router, and the content is

placed in the intermediate routers that have the highest value of centrality

measures.

2.1.3 Popularity-based caching schemes

The QoS delivered by the caching solutions is extremely dependent on the

frequency and distribution of content requests to the in-network caches.

In realistic network topologies, generally, a few contents become popular

in the network and most of the other contents are one-timer objects [86].

One-timer contents are requested only once and then these contents are

not requested again in the network, which causes poor utilization of the

caching space. These one-time contents are generally lying from 45% to
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75% in the caches [87]. Due to this, cache pollution issues also arise and

the performance of the entire network is degraded.

For modeling of Interest arrival patterns, the majority of existing

caching schemes consider Zipf distribution because it model the Inter-

est generation patterns for most of the existing Internet applications

[57, 75, 79, 88, 89]. Empirically, the Zipf distribution illustrates the access

frequency for a specific content depending on its rank in the content cat-

alog. In Zipf law, the normalized access rate of kth rank content in the

catalog of size |D| is as follows:

f(k, α, |D|) = 1/kα∑|D|
n=1 1/n

α
(2.1)

Here, the exponent parameter (popularity skewness parameter), α rep-

resents the Interest generation patterns and it controls the Interest message

generation frequency for the subset of contents in the catalog. With this

characteristic, the Zipf model largely affects the performance of the net-

work. In Zipf distribution, if the value of α is high then a large subset

of Interest messages are concentrated on a smaller subset of the content

catalog. Conversely, if the value of α is low, then the Interest messages

would be more distributed for the content catalog and the popularity of

contents would become more uniform. For example, smaller cache space is

enough for satisfying the majority of requests with α (=1.0) as compared

to (α= 0.7).

Therefore, considering the content popularity during content placement

decisions is crucial for improved network performance. Towards this, a

caching scheme is proposed in [35] that considers content popularity and

catalog size during content placement decisions. The work illustrates that

content popularity plays a crucial role in the effective utilization of the

available caching capacities. The authors have also provided a simulator
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for CCN, which is written in C++ under OMNET++ framework as an

open-source software.

The Most-Popular Content Caching (MPC) scheme [69] proposed a

popularity-based in-network content caching strategy. The content place-

ment scheme stores only popular contents in the network routers instead

of caching every content. In the MPC algorithm, each node implements a

popularity determination structure, which stores content name and their

access frequency. If a content access frequency crosses a certain threshold

value in a cache then it is marked as popular content and the router sug-

gests other routers to cache this content using a suggestion parameter. On

receiving the suggestion, other routers take caching decisions depending

upon their local policies. After the suggestion process, the scheme read-

justs the value of content popularity count with time to prevent excessive

caching of the content in nearby routers in the network. Simulations of

MPC strategy are performed over ccnSIM framework with OMNET++.

The simulation performed over real-world topologies and shows a higher

cache hit ratio and reduced redundancy as compared to the LCE scheme.

However, the transmission of contents to the neighbors without request

messages leads to increased network traffic.

The Wave caching scheme [36] shows that the optimal content place-

ment is essential in effective content distribution and cache usage. The

scheme explores efficiency in caching interrelated fragments of a single file

called chunks. In this scheme, the number of chunks for caching in the

routers is determined based on the content popularity. The intermediate

routers which are closer to the content server recommend the number of

chunks for caching in the downstream routers towards the requester. The

chunks are increasingly placed in the network routers with an increase in the

content popularity, which is computed using the number of Interest mes-
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sages for specific content. Caching decisions are taken by individual routers

independently. When a content request reaches to the content server, it

responds with the 1st content chunk. Then, the chunk is placed in the

immediate first router in the downstream path. When the second request

comes for the same content, then the next two chunks are placed in the

immediate first downstream router and one chunk is placed in the second

downstream router, and so on. The algorithm shows efficiency in aver-

age hop count, caching efficiency, and cache replacement count of content

delivery as compared to fixed-probabilistic and LCE caching algorithms.

An age-based content caching scheme is proposed in [62] that reduces

network delay and source load in Information-centric networks. The scheme

spreads popular content to network edges and completely utilizes the stor-

age capacity of intermediate routers. The scheme eliminates unnecessary

content replication in the network edges and the content caching in the

routers have been managed by their respective ages. The contents obtain

their initial age after storage in the cache and are evicted after age expi-

ration. In this scheme, the network routers collaborate with each other to

update the content age. If the content is closer to the network edges then it

has a longer age. The cached content is replaced by incoming content if the

content age is ended and the cache space of the router is full. The age of

contents is determined using the distance from the server and the content

popularity parameters. On receiving new content, each intermediate router

determines whether it has free space available in the cache or not. If space

is available, then the content is placed in the cache. If the cache becomes

full, then the router determines whether it has expired content. If expired

content exists then it is replaced by the newly arrived content otherwise it

is not placed in the cache of the router. The proposal provides a mechanism

to determine the age of any content, depending on its popularity. However,
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the proposal does not provide a mechanism for maintaining highly dynamic

contents because those routers, which far from the server may take a longer

time to refresh the content. Also, if the infrequently requested content is

placed in the routers once, then highly popular content would not be able to

replace that unpopular content if its age is not expired. Additionally, dur-

ing simulations on CERNET2 topology, the scheme shows that the optimal

relation between dynamic parameters (cache size, base age, and maximum

age) has not been achieved.

A cache-capacity aware content placement scheme is suggested in [77]

that provides caching in the selected on-path routers and performs cache-

aware Interest forwarding. For caching decisions, the scheme considers

caching capacity of routers and the content popularity together. During

content forwarding, the popularity of content is used to compute the num-

ber of content copies that can be cached in the on-path routers. However,

the scheme needs to determine the popularity of all the contents in the

server during content forwarding and caching operations. This operation is

not feasible in realistic network configurations due to high computational

delay. It also causes degradation in QoS for the requesters and leads to

server load balancing issues.

The Fine-Grained Popularity-based Caching (FGPC) [76] takes the

caching decisions based on the content access frequencies. It always cache

the incoming contents in the intermediate routers if the cache space is avail-

able. The scheme implements a popularity table in every network router

to take caching decisions once the cache becomes full. The scheme stores

the request messages in the table and when the number of content requests

reaches a certain threshold, the content is cached in the router using the

LRU replacement strategy.

The MAx-Gain In-network Caching (MAGIC) scheme [75] aims to pro-
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pose a content popularity and hop-reduction parameters-based strategy for

content placement decisions. The scheme also considers cache replacement

penalty to reduce the number of content placement operations in the net-

work. The scheme shows that the proposed method reduces bandwidth

demand and the number of caching operations from LCE [23] and Prob-

cache [56] strategies.

The Greedy caching scheme [74] identifies the contents to be cached in

the on-path routers using the content popularity parameter. The objective

of the scheme is to reduce the latency for the requesters during content ac-

cess. The Greedy caching scheme approximates the popularity of contents

at each on-path router based on the incoming requests from the directly

connected requesters and the downstream routers. To resolve the issue of

cycles in request forwarding and the duplications of content requests, the

scheme creates a Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG) to estimate the relative

content access rate. Using the Greedy caching mechanism, the popular

contents are pushed towards the edges of the network. The simulation

results on Icarus tool [90] demonstrates that the Greedy caching outper-

forms the LCE, LCD, and Random caching schemes on real-world network

topologies.

The Compound Popular Content Caching Strategy (CPCCS) [63] ex-

plores the effect of content popularity-based caching decisions on efficient

content dissemination in the network. The scheme selects the routers to

cache for diverse popular contents. To determine content popularity, each

router calculates the total number of received Interest messages for a spe-

cific content independently. Then, the scheme categorizes the contents into

highly popular and least popular contents based on the predefined thresh-

old value which is the average number of requests for all the contents in

PIT. The scheme then selects the top one-fourth of least popular content
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according to their rank in content popularity. These contents are placed

in the intermediate routers that are near to the requesters and most of the

remaining routers are used to accommodate the most popular contents.

Simulation results of the CPCCS scheme are obtained on the GEANT net-

work topology, which show improved cache hit ratio and content diversity

as compared to peer caching strategies.

2.1.4 Multi-attribute-based caching schemes

In recent, several caching solutions are proposed that consider multiple pa-

rameters during content placement/replacement decisions. These schemes

suggest that involving more than one parameter during content caching de-

cisions can utilize the available cache space more efficiently. Hence, these

schemes take caching decisions by jointly considering more than one content

or network characteristic.

In this direction, a Multi-Attribute Content Caching (MAC) strategy is

proposed in [64] which is placing the contents in the intermediate routers

after considering degree centrality characteristic, content’s popularity, hop

count, and the caching capacities of the routers. To provide weights to

these parameters in the caching decision, the scheme uses the Z-Score nor-

malization method. A high rank of a parameter shows a strong correlation

between the network performance and that parameter. However, due to

excessively considering many parameters during caching operations, the

scheme imposes a very high computational overhead on the intermediate

routers. This increased computational complexity become an obstacle for

real-time content delivery to the requesters.

An improvement has been made in the MAC caching strategy [64] in

the Chen et. al. [84]. The scheme reveals that the fixed content placement

threshold value of MAC is a potential bottleneck in the efficient utilization
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of available cache space. The proposed caching scheme [84] takes flexible

threshold standards during content caching decisions. During simulations,

the scheme shows improved cache hit ratio and load reduction.

The Cache Scheme based on Content Popularity and User Location

(CSCPUL) [65] attempts to take caching decisions by dividing the contents

into popular and normal contents. The scheme then places the contents

in the network routers after considering the content type and dispersion of

user requests. For the determination of content request distribution, each

router observes the Interest messages in fixed time duration. Using the

proposed heuristics, the scheme cache the requested content on the suitable

routers for serving specific requesters. However, the scheme is unable to

place normal contents in the network routers once the caching capacity

of these routers is exhausted (cache replacement cannot be performed by

normal contents). Due to such limitations, the scheme has a further scope

of improvement.

A Content Popularity and User Location (CPUL)-based caching scheme

is proposed in [66]. The scheme classifies the contents into the categories of

popular and normal contents after analyzing the location of routers where

the Interest messages are sent. However, the popularity of the contents is

determined by the centralized server. Therefore, the scheme does not con-

sider the content popularity at the intermediate network routers. Moreover,

only the server takes caching decisions in the entire network to optimize

network performance. Due to this, the scheme is not suitable to be imple-

mented in large-scale networks as centralized control may not be feasible.

Moreover, the network routers may have their own greedy mechanism to

cache the contents, and controlling these routers from the centralized server

can become a difficult task.

The opt-Cache caching strategy [67] suggested a mechanism to make
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efficient utilization of available caching capacities to reduce resource ex-

ploitation with reduced delay. For this, the scheme simultaneously con-

siders several parameters such as link bandwidth, content popularity, and

delay with a set of defined constraints of cache size, availability, and cache

replacement scheme. The scheme cache the popular contents towards the

edges of the network based on the content distance from the provider. Dur-

ing performance evaluation, the authors demonstrated improved network

performance of the proposed caching solution in terms of bandwidth uti-

lization and delay parameters.

The Node-Content Pass Probability (NCPP) [68] caching scheme im-

proves the network performance by taking node utilization ratio and the

content popularity into consideration for content placement decisions. The

appropriate resource allocation in the caching scheme improves cache hit

probability in the network. The node utilization is determined based on the

requester distribution, server distribution, network topology, and content

retrieval routes. However, the performance of the NCPP caching scheme

is compared with random caching scheme only and need to be compared

with more sophisticated caching strategies on realistic network topologies.

One of our recent works co-authored by Tiwari et. al. [83] have revealed

that the node degree centrality and hop count parameters are the critical

parameters for content caching decisions. The proposed CPNDD (Con-

tent Placement based on Normalized Node Degree and Distance) scheme

discusses the significance of considering node degree centrality and nor-

malized hop count characteristics for caching of contents. The caching

strategy makes comprehensive utilization of the cache capacities in the

content delivery path by placing the contents in the important network

routers. The importance of a node is determined using the node degree

centrality characteristic. The caching probability increases as the content
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message traversed towards the requesters. Thus, the content requests need

not to be traversed to the server and the matching contents are accessed

closer to the boundaries of the network. The performance of the CPNDD

solution is compared with traditional LCE, DC-based, and distance-based

caching strategies. The simulation results show improved cache hit ra-

tio and lesser network hop count for the CPNDD scheme as compared

to existing schemes1. However, the scheme may suffer from high content

redundancy in highly skewed popularity distributions due to autonomous

content caching decisions. Moreover, the CPNDD caching scheme does not

consider content popularity during the caching decision, which can largely

affect the performance of the network.

Consequently, a careful investigation has been made on the CPNDD

scheme in a heterogeneous network having different connection bandwidths.

The review of the scheme revealed that the performance of the CPNDD

caching solution can be further enhanced by incorporating the bandwidth

parameter along with the node degree centrality and hop count parame-

ters in the content placement decisions. Towards this, an improved caching

scheme is proposed in one of our prior works [91] that computes the dis-

tance between two network routers based on the minimum bandwidth and

the hop count value for the Interest message to reach the content provider

and the bandwidth of the links traveled by matching Content message.

Using the suggested caching mechanism, the content placement probabil-

ity improves for important in-network routers which are farther from the

content provider and are connected using a lesser bandwidth connection

in the delivery path. The scheme decreases the network congestions due

to increased caching probability closer to the boundaries of the network.

1The major findings of proposed CPNDD scheme have been published

� “An efficient content placement scheme based on normalized node degree in con-
tent centric networking”. Cluster Computing, 24(2), 1277-1291, 2021. (SCIE)
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Simulation results show that the proposed caching solution outperforms

the existing caching schemes2.

However, the suggested mechanism also takes autonomous caching deci-

sions and therefore, can suffer from high content duplication in the network.

Additionally, the caching performance may degrade if on-path routers have

identical degree centrality metrics and are connected using homogeneous

connection bandwidths.

2.1.5 Collaboration and/or Partitioning-based con-

tent caching schemes

Different research works have shown that the network bandwidth usage and

latency are reduced up to a certain extent in those on-path caching schemes

where intermediate routers take autonomous caching decisions [92]. Al-

though on-path caching strategies improve QoS for the requesters, there is a

further scope of betterment in the cache space utilization. The autonomous

content placement schemes suffer from high content duplication in the net-

work and limits cache diversity. To address this issue, many collaboration

or network partitioning (clustering) based in-network caching schemes are

proposed recently to reduce excessive redundancy of contents and improv-

ing network performance. In the partitioning-based algorithms [73, 82, 93]

each partition can cache at most one copy of content during content for-

warding while partitions may cache the same copy of the content. With

partitioning of the network, high cache diversity is maintained in the intra-

partition communication.

A dominating-set-based collaborative content placement approach is

2The major findings of the scheme are published

� “Minimizing delay in content-centric networks using heuristics-based in-network
caching”. Cluster Computing, 1-15, September 2021. (SCIE)
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proposed in [85]. The scheme takes the arbitrary topology and creates a

virtual backbone network. The backbone routers are designated as core

routers and the remaining routers become the regular routers. Then, the

scheme recommends a collaborative caching strategy that jointly considers

the content placements and the routing information. The content caching

is allowed in the core routers only and the regular routers do not cache the

forwarded contents. The scheme uses an LFU cache replacement scheme

when caching capacity is completely exhausted. Once the content is evicted

from the core routers then it is randomly sent to one of their adjacent

regular router for caching. Although the scheme shows improved cache

hit ratio and delay from peer caching schemes, the suggested mechanism

causes excessive network traffic and congestions as the evicted contents

are transmitted to the connected regular routers without any request for

them. It also increases link load in the network and poor utilization of the

available network bandwidth.

The cluster-based caching with VDHT (Virtual Distributed Hash Table)

scheme [82] proposed a cluster-based in-network caching mechanism for

reduction of content duplication and increase in cache hit-ratio. The scheme

suggests the K-Medoid clustering algorithm to cluster the network into k

clusters. The VDHT is used to efficiently manage the resources within the

clusters. The scheme also proposed inter-cluster and intra-cluster routing

algorithms for cluster-based in-network caching. During the execution of

the clustering mechanism, the initial cluster heads are selected based on

the node degree centrality parameter. During the clustering process, the

distance between a router and the cluster heads is computed based on the

delay, bandwidth, cache size, and hop-count parameters. The intra-cluster

routers use a hash function to determine the location of specific content.

VDHT combines the cache state of all routers within a cluster using the
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hash function. When an Interest message arrives for content, its location is

computed using the hash value of the content identifier and it is forwarded

accordingly. The experimental results of the scheme show that the cluster-

based algorithm outperforms LCE [23] and Probcache [56] strategies in

terms of the cache hit ratio and link load metrics. However, the scheme

does not consider the content access frequencies during content placements

which is one of the critical parameters that affect the network performance.

In addition, this scheme requires knowledge of the entire network topology

as the number of clusters needs to be fixed initially, which is one of the

major issue in large-scale networks.

The k-split [94] and k-medoids [95] based content placement schemes

are proposed in Sourlas et. al. [96]. The k-split scheme divides the net-

work topology into k-partitions to decrease inter-partition distance based

on the similarity parameter i.e. latency. Similarly, the k-medoid partition-

ing scheme selects the k-routers that are designated as the initial centers

of each partition. The betweeness centrality measure is considered to se-

lect first k-partition centers to largely influence the forwarding of contents

within partitions. For content caching decisions, the scheme uses the bin

packing content assignment function with a hash function. However, deter-

mining the optimal number of partitions becomes a big concern in realistic

network topologies. Moreover, the scheme requires knowledge of the entire

network during network partitioning. The scheme also increases the com-

munication overhead as the hash-based off-path caching scheme is used for

content caching operations.

The Packet Update Caching (PUC) strategy [81] addresses the issues re-

lated to the hop count reduction, access control, and network traffic. The

scheme is based on partitioning of the network and the partition heads

aggregate the requests from the interrelated routers. These aggregated
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requests are then forwarded towards the content provider. The partition

heads are selected after considering the exhausted energy, degree centrality

and the distance parameters [97]. For content retrieval and caching oper-

ations, the scheme uses a circular buffer that has two pointers for reading

and writes operations. The scheme proposes that if the content requester

and the provider router exist in the same partition, then no caching opera-

tion is performed to minimize content redundancy within partitions. When

the content is not found within the partition then it is retrieved from the

server and a replica of the requested content is placed in the partition head

of the requester.

The Hierarchical clustering (HCC) scheme [37] addresses various chal-

lenges that exist in the content-centric paradigms such as limited cache

capacity and communication overhead during cache management. It pro-

poses a two-layer hierarchical cluster (partitions) based solution to enhance

in-network caching efficiency. The whole network is divided into several

clusters and the cluster heads are selected in each partition for caching

decisions. The content popularity and the location of routers are jointly

considered during content placement operations. The technique is suitable

for distributed networks such as Mobile Ad-hoc Networks (MANET), Wire-

less Sensor Networks (WSN), and Vehicular Ad Hoc Networks (VANET).

The design proposes two-level hierarchical clustering in which the core layer

routers are not used for caching and the edge layer cache the incoming con-

tents. The edge layer can be divided into many edge clusters depending

upon the number of routers in the edge layer. The cluster heads are elected

by the cluster members in a decentralized manner based on the node de-

gree, average transmission time, and weighted hop count parameters. The

network designates the gateway routers to connect two different clusters.

Member routers are the remaining routers that are not designated as the
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cluster head or gateway. These members cache the content based on the

content popularity and location of routers. In this scheme, only the cluster

head can flood a request to all routers within the cluster and other routers

communicate with the cluster head to request the content. The simulation

results show improved network performance on hop reduction and average

latency reduction parameters as compared to Probcache, LCE, and LCD

schemes.

A Cluster-Based Content Management Framework (CBCMF) is pro-

posed in [80]. The proposal provides a partitioning-based content admin-

istration framework for ICN with content registration, dispersal, retrieval,

and caching. The scheme uses an algorithm discussed in [98] for cluster for-

mations. It creates and maintains a small number of clusters (cliques) in the

network topology. The cluster head is directly connected with all routers

within the cluster and stores all incoming/outgoing content of cluster mem-

bers and information of neighboring cluster heads. The request messages

from the end-user devices are received by the adjacent routers which trans-

mit them towards the cluster head. Cluster head checks its PIT for match-

ing content requests. If no match is found then it creates an entry in its

table and forwards the request to adjacent cluster heads. Consequently,

the content delivery takes the symmetric path towards the requester. In

the framework, a requester can also check the validity of the content name

before registering it within a content provider. The in-network content

placement decisions are taken after considering the content popularity and

time-dependency nature of the content. The simulations results show that

the suggested caching strategy decreases the content transfer times.

In recent, the CSDD (Collaborative Caching Strategy Distance and

Node Degree) caching strategy [79] suggests collaboration among network

routers and takes caching decisions after analyzing the node degree cen-
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trality and the hop count parameters. During content forwarding, each

intermediate router first computes the percentage of the route traversed by

the content message during content delivery. If the route covered by the

content is not greater than the predefined threshold value, then the con-

tent is not placed in the router. If it is greater than the threshold, then the

degree centrality of the router is taken into consideration during caching

decisions. Using the recommended heuristics, the contents are placed in the

important routers and ensure content availability in the network. During

simulations, the scheme shows improved network lifetime and path stretch

metrics on the traditional LCE [23] and LCD [61] caching strategies.

Detti et. al. [72] proposed a partitioning-based caching scheme to dis-

tribute the load of the router on various physical devices. The scheme ad-

dress the design challenges in developing the partition-based router. In this

caching strategy, the overall request forwarding rate is increased/decreased

by appropriately maintaining the number of partitions and based on the

caching performance of each partition in the network. The internal ar-

chitecture of the partitions consists of several collaborative routers that

are seen as a single router from outside of the partition. Therefore, in-

ternally, the partition works as a load-balancer among its routers. How-

ever, for load-balancing, the CSR (Cluster-based Scalable Router) evenly

distributes the incoming requests in all internal routers based on a hash

function. Therefore, although the scheme [72] improves the distribution

of content requests, it fails to achieve optimal network performance as the

scheme does not consider the router’s and content’s characteristics during

caching operations.
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2.2 Gaps in Literature

1. Consideration of content popularity characteristic has not been taken

by many caching schemes. During content placement decisions, the

weightage of the content popularity can play a major role in improv-

ing content retrieval performance.

2. Most in-network caching algorithms use broadcasting of Interest mes-

sages to locate the content. It creates higher network traffic and

makes the network congested. This subsequently increases compu-

tational overheads on the intermediate routers for maintaining their

FIB and PITs. Many research proposals do not consider the broad-

casting overhead.

3. A single parameter-based content caching scheme is unable to lever-

age the available caching capacity efficiently. Hence, there is a need

to consider more than one network topology-based and content-based

parameters.

4. Many collaborative/partitioning-based caching schemes require

knowledge of the entire network to take efficient content placement

decisions. This might not be feasible in large-scale networks. It also

increases communication and computation overhead on the network

routers.

5. The off-path caching schemes consider the cache status of all Con-

tent Stores during cache placement decisions. It may increase their

metadata size, due to which the efficiency of the scheme can degrade

for highly dense networks. Therefore, proposals on off-path caching

are not able to offer a viable solution for cache placement of required

QoS parameters. Therefore, there is a need for some efficient on-path

caching scheme for content caching and its faster retrievals.
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6. Many partition-based schemes exploit k-medoid and k-split algo-

rithms for network partitioning. These schemes are static and create

a fixed number of partitions in the network, while dynamic partition-

ing is desirable for different types of network topologies. Therefore,

network-dependent partitioning is required.

2.3 Analysis

This section discusses the challenges behind the proposed work of the the-

sis. Various content placement and replacement schemes are reviewed in

this chapter which indicates the issues with the router selection, content

selection, and the need for efficient collaboration among network routers

during caching decisions.

The chapter also describes the issues that exist in traditional content

caching schemes, namely, cache hit ratio, delay in retrieving the content,

number of hops traversed to retrieve the content, and network traffic over-

heads. These performance metrics have a significant effect on the network

performance and QoS for the requesters.

2.4 Summary

This chapter explored the existing content caching schemes which are cat-

egorized into probabilistic, graph-based, popularity-based, multi-attribute-

based and collaborative/partitioning-based strategies. The chapter dis-

cusses the advantages and disadvantages of taking autonomous and col-

laborative content caching decisions. The analysis of the existing caching

schemes has been carried out using the network nodes characteristics, con-

tent metrics, and partitioning needs. After the review of recent caching

schemes, it has been concluded that efficient utilization of the available
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caching space is required in CCN. In the next chapter, a content caching

scheme is proposed for the CCN.
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Chapter 3

Proposed Content Popularity

and Distance-based Caching

Scheme (PDC)

This chapter proposed an on-path content caching scheme named PDC

(Popularity and Distance-based Caching Scheme) [99] that takes content

placement decisions based on content popularity and distance-based pa-

rameters. By considering these parameters, the scheme places popular

contents near the requesters. Therefore, the scheme improves the QoS for

the requesters (consumers) and decreases network traffic1.

3.1 Problem Statement

In real-world content access patterns, the requesters always access many

of the unpopular contents that are not requested frequently in the net-

1The major findings of this chapter have been published

� “Optimized content centric networking for future internet: dynamic popularity
window based caching scheme”. Computer Networks, 179, 107434, 2020. (SCIE)

� “Dynamic popularity window and distance-based efficient caching for fast content
delivery applications in CCN,” Engineering Science and Technology, an Interna-
tional Journal, 24(3), 829-837, 2021. (SCIE)
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work. Placing the infrequent contents in the routers leads to poor usage of

the cache space. Moreover, many of the existing popularity-based caching

schemes determine the popularity of contents by analyzing the Interest

messages that are received in previous “n seconds”. However, it is appar-

ent that different routers have dissimilar characteristics in the network and

receives a varying number of content requests in the same duration. More-

over, much of the existing research work considers fixed-threshold values for

the identification of the popular contents in the network. Determination of

popular contents using time-based duration and fixed popularity threshold

might not detect the frequently accessed contents reliably in the network

routers. Hence, generally, the caching schemes with these heuristics have

caused degraded network performance and QoS for the requesters. The

existing probabilistic and graph-based caching strategies suggest that the

network performance is improved by caching the incoming contents near

the requesters. When the content is placed near the requesters, the future

requests for the cached contents are served from the nearby routers instead

of forwarding every Interest message to the server. Therefore, for improv-

ing the cache hit ratio and reducing the network delays and traffic, the need

for an efficient caching scheme has appeared that makes caching decisions

after analyzing the content popularity and distance-based characteristics.

To determine the content popularity with reliability, the scheme pro-

posed a novel dynamic-sized content Popularity Window that analyzes

the incoming Interest messages and identify frequently accessed contents.

The proposed strategy should optimize content placements in the network

routers using the novel Popularity Window and distance-based parame-

ters. This optimization problem of content caching is defined in the below-

mentioned equation 3.1:

Minimize{Fn(τ,H(Ij), H(Dj), µ, δ)}
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SubjectTo : Caching Decisons on T
Dj

Ri

If T
Dj

Ri
≤ WRi

(C name(Dj)) : Content Caching

Otherwise : No Caching operation

Where :

1.1 ≥ α ≥ 0.7

Csize(Ri)<<|D|

0 ≤ δ ≤ 0.6

(3.1)

The notations presented in the equation are summarized in the Table. 3.1.

As defined in equation 3.1, there is a need to design an efficient in-

network content caching scheme for effective exploitation of available cache

space and to minimize network traffic and content retrieval delay.

3.2 System Model

3.2.1 Network Model

For convenient discussion of the system model for proposed PDC caching

scheme, the notations and their definitions have been illustrated in Table

3.1. Suppose, G(V,E) be a network configuration as illustrated in Fig.

3.1. In this topology, the symbol V corresponds to the set of nodes in

the network; V = {U1, U2, ..., U|U |, R1, R2, ..., R|R|, Server}. The network

model of the proposed PDC strategy consists of 3 types of network nodes

called users/requesters (Ui), network routers (Ri), and the Server. The

links among these nodes are represented as the members of set E and these

links are used to forward Interest/Content messages and control informa-

tion among network nodes. As shown in the example of network topology,

the server is connected with all network routers and requesters through

single-hop and multi-hop links. The server holds the entire content catalog
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Table 3.1: Variables definitions

Variable Definition
|D| Content catalog size.
|R| Total number of in-network routers in the network.
Csize(Ri) Content Store (CS) capacity in Ri.
CS(Rj) Content store of router Ri.
Uk kth requester in the network.
W s

Ri
Popularity Window capacity in Ri.

Max(W s
Ri
) Maximum capacity of Popularity Window in Ri.

Sl
Ri

lth slot of Popularity Window in Ri.
Ij jth Interest message.
C name(Ij) Content name in Ij.
C name(Dj) Content name in Content message Dj.
WRi

(C name(Dj)) Count of C name(Dj) entries in WRi
.

θ Coefficient for Popularity Window capacity.
λ Request generation rate by every requester in per

unit time.
τ Network Delay in retrieving the requested content.
µ Network Traffic in KB/s.
AvgPop(W s

Ri
) Average popularity of Interest messages in the

Popularity Window.
Norm (H(Dj)) Normalized hop-count value traversed by Dj.
H(Ij) Hop-count taken by Ij to reach the content

provider.
H(Dj) Hop-count traversed by Dj from the content

provider.

T
Dj

Ri
Threshold value for caching the content Dj in Ri.

α Exponent value in Zipf distribution.
Dis(W s

Ri
) Number of distinct Interest messages in W s

Ri
.

δ Coefficient for normalized hop-count in threshold
computation.

Dist(Ik) Distance traversed by the Interest message Ik.
Dist(Dk) Distance traversed by the Content message Dk.
Px xth partition in the network.
Dist(Px, Py) Distance between partition Px and Py.
B Average connections bandwidth among network

routers.
H(Px, Py) Number of hops in the shortest path between the

farthest routers belonging to partitions Px and Py.
b width(Px, Py) Minimum bandwidth in the shortest path between

farthest routers of partitions Px and Py.
S.PH(Di) Partition head name of source/content provider.
O.PH(Di) Partition head name of the on-path router that

have forwarded Di.

HIi
Rj

Cache hit or miss for the Interest message Ii in Rj.

ϕ(Di) Control the caching decisions for Di.
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which can be requested in the network and hence, the server act as a sink

for all the Interest messages with cache hit probability=1.

Figure 3.1: An illustration of network topology in CCN

The set of different contents is represent with Content catalog D =

{D1, D2, ..., D|D|}, where each content is represented as Dj; 1 ≤ j ≤

|D|. When requester (Uk) need to access a content Dj, then it prepares

the corresponding Interest message Ij, where C name(Ij) is identical to

C name(Dj). The Interest message Ij is forwarded to its neighboring router

which connects the requester with the network. The network routers exe-

cute Interest message and Content message forwarding procedures and have

content caching capability. The content is cached by the routers based on

the applied caching heuristics. In general, the Content message follows a

fixed packet architecture, and therefore, it is fairly rational and assumed

that all the Content messages have uniform packet size in the proposed

caching scheme. It is presumed that the cache storage size of the routers

is very small than the content catalog size as defined in many realistic

network topologies and it has been represented as follows:
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Csize(Ri) << |D| (3.2)

3.2.2 Dynamic model and assumptions

In CCN, the Interest message needs to be routed in the network to retrieve

the requested content. When a user forwards an Interest message Ij, then it

has been assumed that the Interest message uses the best-route forwarding

strategy [100] in the network to find the matching content with minimal

delay. In CCN, the Interest message is forwarded link-by-link using this

strategy until the Interest message reaches the content server or any in-

termediate router is found which is having a copy of matching content.

The best-route routing strategy is also deployed for the existing competing

caching strategies during performance evaluation.

The proposed scheme assumed that the content access pattern follows

Zipf distribution [101, 102] which is discussed in the previous section. In

Zipf distribution, the popularity skewness parameter α (also called ex-

ponent) controls the content access distribution from the catalog. Fig.

3.2 shows the rank of 80th percentile content in the Zipf distribution for

|D| ∈ {500, 5000, 50000} and α ∈ {0.1 − 1.5}. As illustrated in Fig. 3.2,

when the value of α increases, most of the Interest messages are concen-

trated for a smaller subset of the content catalog. The graph also shows

that when 0 < α < 0.4, the requests are more distributed for different con-

tents in the network, and hence, no content is significantly popular than the

other contents. However, in the majority of realistic networks, few contents

are more popular than the remaining contents, and therefore, a compara-

tively smaller portion of the content catalog is required to be cached for

serving 80% of the Interest messages from available caching space. Existing

research shows that the value of α ∈ {0.7− 1.1} is more suitable to model
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Figure 3.2: Rank of 80-th percentile popular content for different catalog
sizes according to Zipf distribution vs value of Zipf exponent parameter

the content access patterns in real network configurations [37, 47, 56, 58].

Hence, the Zipf distribution is considered with α ∈ {0.7 − 1.1} to model

content access patterns.

To identify the popular contents during content message forwarding,

the PDC strategy implements a new structure called “Popularity Window”

[103] in each in-network router along with PIT, FIB, and CS tables. The

Popularity Window is dynamically sized based on the content catalog size

and has slots to stores the requested content names (C name(Ij)) from the

Interest messages. Without losing generality, it is assumed that each slot

of the Popularity Window can store one content name. When an Interest

message arrives, the router stores the name of requested content in the

slot of Popularity Window. It is also presumed that the network nodes are

stationary and do not have issues related to energy constraints.
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3.3 Design and operations of Dynamic Pop-

ularity Window

As defined, the Popularity Window is implemented in every in-network

router to determine the content’s popularity. Instead of fixing the size of

Popularity Window arbitrarily, it has been observed that its size should

be directly proportional to the content catalog size. If the content catalog

is too large, then the content popularity cannot be determined reliably

using a smaller Popularity Window due to the subtle difference between

the access frequency of popular and infrequent contents. Therefore,

Max(W s
Ri
) ∝ |D| (3.3)

Hence, to improve the network performance and determining the pop-

ular contents accurately, the size of the Popularity Window is computed

based on Equation 3.4 as follows.

Max(W s
Ri
) = ⌊θ × |D|⌋ (3.4)

In this Equation, θ is a regulatory coefficient and the size of the Popu-

larity Window is proportional to θ. The optimal value of θ is determined

based on the computational efficiency of the in-network routers. It works as

a tuning nob in the network because if θ is too large then the content pop-

ularity would be computed in a large Popularity Window with improved

accuracy. Contrarily, if θ is too small then the determination of content

access frequency would be less accurate but it would decrease the compu-

tational duration and provide faster content delivery. Hence, the value of

θ can be adjusted based on the computational efficiency of network nodes

and desired level of reliability in the identification of popular contents.

The mechanism of insertion and eviction of the names of the requested
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Figure 3.3: Functionality of Popularity Window in each in-network router

contents from the Popularity Window are depicted in Fig. 3.3. As shown in

step−(a) in Fig. 3.3, the maximum size of the Popularity Window is 5 and

it is having the content names of Interest messages {I10, I6, I2, I5, I7}. When

a new Interest message (I2) arrives and no slot is free in the Popularity win-

dow (Max(W s
Ri
) = 5), then the information of the oldest Interest message

is removed from the first slot and the remaining requests are left-shifted in

the Window (step − b). Then, the requested content name (C name(I2))

is stored in the Popularity Window. When a matching content is received

for Interest message I2 and it is cached in the router, then its entries are

removed from the Popularity Window as shown in step− (c) in Fig. 3.3. In

step− (d), the information of two incoming Interest messages I2 and I1 are

stored in the empty slots of the Popularity Window as (Max(W s
Ri
) = 5).

When content is received and it is not cached in the router (I6) (in the

example shown in step − e of Fig. 3.3), then the information of its oldest

Interest message is moved to the most recent slot of the Popularity Window
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to improve its caching probability during future content requests.

The existing research works [41, 56] shown that the network perfor-

mance is improved with an increase in the distance between the content

provider and the on-path routers. Therefore, the proposed caching scheme

decreases the threshold value with increase in hop count value to improve

the caching probability. Here, the proposed caching scheme jointly consid-

ers the content access pattern and the distance traversed by the Content

message during caching decisions as shown in Equation 3.5.

T
Dj

Ri
=

[
AvgPop(W s

Ri
)× [1− δ ×Norm (H(Dj))]

]
(3.5)

As shown in Equation 3.5, the value of T
Dj

Ri
decreases with an increase

in the number of hops traversed by the Content message (Dj).

The value of the AvgPop(W s
Ri
) andNorm (H(Dj)) parameters are com-

puted using following equations:

AvgPop(W s
Ri
) =

W s
Ri

Dis
(
W s

Ri

) (3.6)

Norm (H(Dj)) =
H(Dj)

H(Ij)
(3.7)

Using Equation. 3.6 and 3.7, Equation. 3.5 can be rewritten as follows:

T
Dj

Ri
=

[
W s

Ri

Dis
(
W s

Ri

) × (
1− δ × H(Dj)

H(Ij)

)]
(3.8)

3.4 Interest message processing

To access a content (Dj), the requester first needs to prepare an Interest

message (Ij) and initialize a field H(Ij) to 0. The requester then forwards

Ij to its adjacent router in the network. After receiving Ij on the incoming
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face, each intermediate router Ri executes the “Interest message processing

procedure” as illustrated below.

Interest message processing procedure (Ij, Ri)

1. H(Ij) = H(Ij) + 1.

2. Search C name(Ij) in the CS of Ri.

3. If the content exists, then follow Content message processing proce-

dure mentioned in section 3.4.1.

4. If C name(Ij) not found in the CS, then search PIT. If entry found

for C name(Ij), then aggregate Interest message in PIT and remove

Ij from the network.

5. Otherwise, Ri searches its FIB and based on the information from

FIB, the router forwards the Interest message in the network.

6. The below-mentioned steps store the requested content name in the

Popularity Window from incoming message Ij.

(a) If S1
Ri

= NULL then,

Initialize k = 1 for router Ri

Move Sk
Ri
← C Name(Ij)

(b) If Max(W s
Ri
) > (W s

Ri
) then,

set k=k+1 for router Ri

Place C Name(Ij) in slot Sk
Ri

(c) If Max(W s
Ri
) = (W s

Ri
) then

Remove Ij from S1
Ri

do l=2 to Max(W s
Ri
)

Move S
(l−1)
Ri

← Sl
Ri

Move Sl
Ri
← C Name(Ij)

The router Ri first increases the number of hops traversed by Ij in

the field (H(Ij)) as mentioned in step − 1 of the procedure. Then, Ri
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matches the stored contents with the requested content as defined in step−

2. If matching content Dj is found, then Ri follows the “Content message

processing procedure” as mentioned in section 3.4.1. Step− 2 to step− 5

discuss the traditional Interest message processing of CCN [23,34,104].

In step − 6, the name of requested content (C name(Ij)) is stored in

the Content Popularity Window which is used during the caching decisions.

When Popularity Window is empty and the first Interest message arrived,

then its information is stored in the first slot of the Window as shown in

step − 6(a). Otherwise, the incoming Interest message name is stored in

the empty slot of the Popularity Window. Once the maximum capacity of

the window reaches and incoming (C name(Ij)) need to be stored, then the

existing Interest names are left-shifted in the Window by 1 position, and the

(C name(Ij)) is stored in the most-recent slot (illustrated in step− 6(c)).

3.4.1 Content message processing

Suppose, a matching content is found for Interest message (Ij) in the cache

of router Ri or request is served by the server (called as Content Provider)

then it perform step − 1 of the Content message processing precedure.

The Content Provider prepares a matching Content message (Dj) with

name C name(Dj) and replicate the value of H(Ij) field from Ij to corre-

sponding field in Dj. The provider set the value of field H(Dj) to 0 and

forward the message towards the requester (step − 1(b) − (c)). When Dj

is received by an intermediate router Rk, then it performs step − 2 to in-

crease the number of hops traversed by Dj. The Rk then execute step− 3

or step − 4 based on the matched condition. Step − 3 is executed when

Dj is popular
(
WRk

(C Name(Dj)) ≥ T
Dj

Rk

)
where, T

Dj

Rk
is computed using

Equation 3.8. In this scenario, the Dj is cached in the CS of Rk using LRU

cache replacement policy (step − 3(a)). After caching, Rk removes all the
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requests of this Content message from the Popularity Window as shown in

step− 3(b) and set the value of H(Dj) field to 0 to avoid excessive caching

operations for Dj. Otherwise, if the content is not popular enough or

it has not traversed sufficient distance
(
0 ≤ WRk

(C Name(Dj)) < T
Dj

Rk

)
,

then step− 4 is executed. In step− 4(a) and step− 4(b), the oldest entry

of the Popularity Window which is matching with the incoming message

Dj is shifted to the last slot of Popularity Window to increase its caching

probability during subsequent content retrievals. After caching decision,

the content is forwarded towards the requester (step− 5).

Content message processing procedure (Dj, Ri, Rk)

1. If Ri is Content Provider then

(a) Create matching Dj with payload.

(b) Copy the value of H(Ij) from Ij to Dj.

(c) Set the value of field H(Dj) = 0.

2. Else, H(Dj) = H(Dj) + 1

3. If WRk
(C Name(Dj)) ≥ T

Dj

Rk
then

(a) Cache content in the CS of Ri using LRU replacement scheme.

(b) for 1 ≤ l ≤ (W s
Rk
)

Remove C Name(Dj) from Sl
Rk
;

Set l← (l-1)

(c) H(Dj) = 0

4. Else If 0 ≤ WRk
(C Name(Dj)) < T

Dj

Rk
then

(a) do l= pos(C Name(Dj)) to Max(W s
Rk
)

Move Sl−1
Rk
← Sl

Rk

(b) Move Sl
Rk
← C Name(Dj)

5. Forward content towards requesters according to PIT entries of Rk
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3.5 Cost analysis of the Dynamic Popularity

Window in PDC strategy

In PDC caching solution, each in-network router implemented a Dynamic

Popularity Window in its storage to determine the content popularity.

The Popularity Window size is intelligently computed after considering

the content catalog size as defined in Equation 3.4 to minimize the loss

of cache space. In the standard packet formats of Interest and messages,

the contents are uniquely identified using a 32-bytes field for their names

(C name(Ij))/(C name(Dj)). For instance, in order to store 106 content

names, the Popularity Window creates an overhead of 32 × 106Bytes or

32 MB on the cache which is rational to the improved network perfor-

mance achieved by the proposed caching scheme.

To examine the computational overhead of implementing the Dynamic

Popularity Window, the step − 6(a) − 6(c) of the “Interest message pro-

cessing procedure” and step− (3− 4) of the “Content message processing

procedure” are analyzed. These steps involve the computations performed

in the Popularity Window for determining the popularity of contents. As

illustrated in step− 6(a)− 6(c) of “Interest message processing procedure

(section 3.4)”, the worst-case asymptotic time complexity is O(Max(W s
Ri
))

for storing the Interest message names in the Popularity Window. Like-

wise, the worst-case asymptotic time complexity for content popularity

computation from the Popularity Window is O(Max(W s
Ri
)) during execu-

tion of step−(3−4) of the “Content message processing procedure (section

3.4.1)”. Hence, there is a linear relationship between Popularity Window

size and the time complexity to perform operations on it. As nowadays,

the network devices have powerful processing characteristics, therefore the

computational and space overhead of the Popularity Window is subtle and
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the proposed PDC caching scheme can be readily implemented in realistic

network configurations.

3.6 Limitations of proposed PDC caching

scheme

The proposed PDC strategy has been initially proposed and published

in [99]. But, a careful investigation of the scheme reveals that sometimes,

the autonomous content caching approach of the proposed caching scheme

increases content redundancy in on-path routers. This occurs when the

number of requests for the popular contents are very high and these con-

tents are placed in the network routers in an unrestrained manner. This

increases the server load and network traffic as content duplication is very

high in the network routers and the remaining content requests need to

be served by the server. Therefore, there is a need to propose an efficient

network partitioning mechanism where intra-partition routers collaborate

with each other to reduce the content redundancy and load from the con-

tent server. Consequently, the QoS for the requesters would be further

improved as contents will be retrieved with lesser delay.

3.7 Summary

This chapter presents the proposed content caching scheme called PDC,

which explores the significance of content popularity and distance-based pa-

rameters in cache space utilization. For content popularity computations,

the scheme implements a novel Content Popularity Window structure in

each network router. The chapter also summarizes the limitations of the

PDC strategy. In the next chapter, a network partitioning-based caching
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scheme is proposed for the efficient utilization of available caching resources

by controlling content caching operations in the network partitions.
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Chapter 4

Dynamic Partitioning and

Popularity based Caching for

Optimized Performance

(DPPCOP)

This chapter discusses the proposed network partitioning scheme and

heuristics to determine suitable partition-heads in the network topologies.

The chapter also elaborated the novel Interest and Content message for-

warding and the caching mechanisms for improved network performance.

4.1 Problem Statement

As per the regress literature review and the analysis of the limitations

in the proposed PDC aching scheme, the need of proposing an efficient

partitioning-based caching scheme is felt for Content-Centric Networks.

Most of the existing solutions implement hard partitioning-based schemes

such as k-split or k-medoid partitioning, which require prior network knowl-

edge to define the number of partitions. It triggers the demand for an
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efficient network partitioning scheme that can partition the network dy-

namically and determine its performance using widespread simulations.

A mechanism is required that will resolve the content placement issues by

jointly considering a few of the network and content parameters. These pa-

rameters may be node degree, content popularity, cache capacity, number

of cache replacements, the cost to fetch the same content from the server,

etc. The proposed research work needs to formulate an efficient caching

scheme for CCN with a network partitioning scheme and it should reduce

network traffic, hop-count, and content retrieval delay in the network.

4.2 Proposed caching scheme: DPPCOP

The proposed DPPCOP caching strategy partitions the CCN dynamically

and uses the Elbow method [105,106] to find the appropriate number of par-

titions. The network partitioning is performed to control excessive content

caching operations and the collaboration among routers increases content

diversity in the network. The scheme considers network partitioning, con-

tent popularity, and distance-based parameters during caching decisions.

Using these parameters, the scheme places popular contents near the re-

questers with reduced content redundancy and a lesser number of caching

operations. For content popularity determination, the scheme uses the dy-

namically sized Popularity Window as discussed in section 3.3 [103]. By

intelligently computing the Popularity Window size based on the number

of distinct contents in the network, the scheme improves QoS for the re-

questers with negligible computational overhead [99]. To evict the older

contents from the cache once it becomes full, the DPPCOP scheme uses a

widely acknowledged LRU cache replacement algorithm.
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4.3 Proposed Network Partitioning Scheme

The proposed partitioning strategy begins with designating each network

router as a partition head as shown in the below-mentioned algorithm

Network Partitioning(|R|, Px, Py). Then, the partitioning scheme dynam-

ically merges two non-overlapping partitions that are closest to each other.

The scheme uses the bandwidth and hop count characteristics to determine

the closeness between the partitions. The distance among the partitions

is computed using the “Update Distance(Px, Py)” algorithm and it is up-

dated each time a new partition is formed. For merging of partitions, the

scheme uses the “Merge Partition(|R| − (i − 1), Px, Py)” algorithm which

is discussed subsequently. To generate an optimal number of partitions in

the network, the scheme uses the Elbow method instead of forming the

arbitrary number of partitions [107].

Network Partitioning (|R|, Px, Py)

Initialize each {Rx; 1 ≤ x ≤ |R|} as Px with PH(Px) = Rx.

1. Update Distance(Px, Py)

1. for x = 1 to |R|

2. for y = 1 to x

(a) Compute, Dist(Px, Py) using Equation. 4.1.

(b) M(Px, Py) = Dist(Px, Py).

2. Merge Partition (|R| − (i− 1), Px, Py)

1. Determine WSS|R| using Equation 4.2 for initial |R|-partitions.

2. Initialize i=0.

3. Iterate the following steps:

(a) i=i+1.
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(b) Select Px and Py, such that Dist(Px, Py) is minimum in

M(Px, Py).

(c) Merge Px and Py to create Px,y which would form (|R| − i)

partitions in the network.

(d) Determine WSS|R|−i using Equation. 4.2.

(e) If
[(
WSS|R|−i −WSS|R|−(i−1)

)
> β

]
, then

i. Discard merging of partitions performed in step− 3(c).

ii. Stop iteration of step− 3.

(f) Else,

i. PH(Px,y) = Ri, where Ri ∈ Px,y and Dist(Ri, Serv) is min-

imum.

ii. Execute Update Distance(Px,y, Pz) procedure, where Px,y

and Pz are disjoint partitions.

In the proposed “Network Partitioning (|R|, Px, Py)” algorithm, ini-

tially each router (Rx) has been designated as a partition Px and its

own partition head (PH(Px)). During first iteration, the proposed strat-

egy executes “Update Distance(Px, Py)” algorithm to calculate the dis-

tance among routers in the network. The step − 1 and step − 2 of

“Update Distance(Px, Py)” algorithm takes the average bandwidth among

disjoint partitions, bandwidth between Px and Py and hop count value

for distance determination. The distance values are placed in the matrix

M(Px, Py). The matrix M(Px, Py) is computed every time after the par-

titions are merged. This is used to select two closest partitions for merge

operation until the optimal number of partitions are created. The value of

Dist(Px, Py) parameters is computed using Equation 4.1 as shown below.

Dist(Px, Py) =
B

b width(Px, Py)
×H(Px, Py) (4.1)
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The distance between two partitions has been computed as the ratio

of the product of average network bandwidth with the shortest path (hop-

count) between two farthest network routers in the partitions and the min-

imum bandwidth between those routers. The tightly coupled partitions

are formed by applying these heuristics. Then, the scheme iteratively se-

lects two closest partitions fromM(Px, Py) and perform their merging using

Merge Partition(Px, Py) algorithm. As illustrated in step − 1 of the al-

gorithm, the value of WSSn (Within Cluster Sum of Square) is computed

using Equation 4.2.

WSSn =
n∑

k=1

p∑
j=1

Dist(Rj, PH(Rj))
2 (4.2)

Here, n denotes the number of partitions in the network. The variable

p defines the number of network routers in the kth partition. Initially,

when each router itself is a partition head that is p=1, the value of WSS|R|

would be 0. In the next iteration, when the two closest partitions merge,

the number of remaining partitions are (|R|−1) and the value ofWSS(|R|−1)

is computed as 1.

In step−3(a)−3(c) of Merge Partition(Px, Py) algorithm, two closest

partitions Px and Py are selected from M(Px, Py) and are merged to create

Px,y. The iterations of these steps decrease the number of partitions in the

network. In step−3(d), the value of the expressionWSS(|R|−i) is computed.

The step − 3(e) computes the change in the value of the WSS (Within-

cluster Sum of Squares) [108] each time when the number of partitions are

reduced. A curve has been plotted for these values w.r.t to the number of

partitions. Equation 4.2 shows the expression for WSS computation [109].

Initially, the value of WSS does not increase rapidly with the merging

of partitions but it demonstrates a rapid increase after the creation of a

specific number of partitions. This forms an “Elbow” in the graph and this
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Figure 4.1: Partial illustration of Abilene network topology

bend is used as an indicator of the “optimal” number of partitions. For this,

the scheme determines the value of WSS(|R|−i) each time after the merge

operation and compute the gain achieved from the value of WSS(|R|−(i−1))

(step−3(e)). The gain greater than β indicate that the “Elbow” is formed

and therefore, the newly created partition need to be discarded and merging

of partitions stops with (|R| − (i− 1)) partitions. Otherwise, if the gain in

WSS is less than β after forming new partitions, then the intra-partition

router which is nearest to the cloud server is designated as the new partition

head (step − 3(f − i)). Before next iteration of merging of partitions,

the distance between newly formed partition and the other partitions is

determined using “Update Distance(Px, Py)” algorithm and a new matrix

M(Px, Py) is formed (step− 3(f − ii)).

4.4 An illustration of the proposed network

partitioning scheme

An illustration of the Abilene network topology [110,111] has been shown in

Fig. 4.1 to explain the working of the proposed network partition scheme.
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Figure 4.2: Illustration of partitioning in the partial Abilene network topol-
ogy

As per step− 1 of the proposed partitioning scheme, initially, the network

routers (A,A1, A2, B, ...,K2) are designated as individual partitions in the

network. To simplify the discussion, suppose the bandwidth of all con-

nections in the network is identical. According to step − 2 and step − 3,

for identical bandwidth, the matrix M(Px, Py) would be computed as the

hop-count among the network routers. Then, the merging of routers in the

partitions is performed based on the Merge Partition(Px, Py) procedure

of the partitioning scheme that merges two nearest partitions iteratively.

Fig. 4.2 shows an example of the working of the proposed caching

scheme. Initially, router A and A1 are merged to form a new partition.

Then, according to the proposed network partitioning scheme, the routers

{D,D1, D2, F, F1, F2} are merged to form a partition later during the exe-

cution of the algorithm.

Suppose, the increase in WSS(|R|−i) is assumed to be rapid if its value

is improved by (β > 30) after decreasing the number of partitions. With

merging of partitions iteratively, when the number of partitions become

reduced to 4, the WSS4 is computed as 105. Subsequently, when the

number of partitions further reduced to 3, the value of WSS3 increased to
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Figure 4.3: Partitions for the network mentioned in Fig. 4.1

148. Therefore, the gain in the value of WSS is greater than 30 (WSS3 −

WSS4; β > 30). Hence, merging of the partitions would be ignored and

the optimal number of partitions are achieved as 4 with partition heads−

E,F, I,K1. For the network mentioned in Fig. 4.1, the categorization of

routers in each partition are shown in Fig. 4.3.

4.5 Updated structure of Interest and Con-

tent messages

In order to make caching decisions in the partitions, the proposed caching

strategy considers the partition’s information, bandwidth, hop count, and

content popularity parameters. Therefore, the structure of the Interest

and Content messages needs to be changed to store the information of

these parameters. The updated structures of the messages are mentioned

below:

4.5.1 Modified structure of Interest message

The below-mentioned fields are embedded in the Interest message to assist

during caching of the matching content. Here, the Dist(Ii) field stores the

total distance traversed by the Interest message.
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C name(Ii) Dist(Ii) ...

Structure of Interest message

C name(Di) H(Ii) Dist(Ii) H(Di) Dist(Di)
S.PH(Di) O.PH(Di) ϕ(Di) Payload ...

Structure of Content message

4.5.2 Modified structure of Content message

The structure of the Content message is modified and has the following

additional fields; H(Ii), Dist(Ii), H(Di), Dist(Di), S.PH(Di), O.PH(Di)

and ϕ(Di) along with requested payload. The value of Dist(Ii) is replicated

from the Interest message (Ii) to Di. The S.PH(Di) field contains the

partition head name of the content provider that has prepared Di. During

forwarding of Di, the O.PH(Di) field stores the name of the partition head

of intermediate in-network routers. The ϕ(Di) field has a boolean value to

enable and disable the content caching in the partitions to minimize the

content caching operations.

4.5.3 Interest Message Handling Procedure

Initially, the requester Uk creates a message Ii to request the content and

transmit it in the network. To process Ii, the in-network router (Rj) exe-

cutes procedure − 1 (Interest message handling procedure (Ii, Rj, Uk)) as

shown below. In step − 1 and step − 2 of the procedure, the CS of Rj

is searched for the matching content and if found, then Content message

handling procedure is executed as discussed in section 4.5.4. If no matching

content exists, then the information of the incoming Interest message is

stored in the Popularity Window as described in step − 3(a) − (c). The

distance traversed by Ii is computed in step − 3(d) using the bandwidth

and hop count parameters. This value is stored in the Dist(Ii) field of

the Interest message (Ii) which is used during content caching decisions.
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Step − 4 to step − 6 depicts the traditional Interest message processing

steps which involve maintaining entries in the FIB and PIT before Interest

message forwarding to the upstream routers. If the router does not find

the suitable upstream router to forward Ii, then it would be removed from

the network.

Procedure-1: Interest message handling procedure (Ii, Rj, Uk)

Perform following operations on arrival of Interest message (Ii) to Rj

from Uk.

1. On arrival of an Interest message (Ii), verify the following equation:

HIi
Rj

=


True, IfC name(Ii) exists in CS of Rj

False, Otherwise

2. If HIi
Rj

= True, then go to Content message handling procedure men-

tioned in section 4.5.4.

3. Else

(a) If W s
Ri

= 0 then,

Initialize s = 1 for router Rj

M ove Ss
Ri
← C name(Ii)

(b) If Max(W s
Ri
) > (W s

Ri
) then,

set s=s+1 for router Rj

Move Ss
Ri
← C name(Ii)

(c) If Max(W s
Ri
) = (W s

Ri
) then

do l=2 to Max(W s
Ri
)

Move Sl−1
Ri
← Sl

Ri

M ove Sl
Ri
← C name(Ii)

(d) Update Dist(Ii) field of Ii using following computation
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H(Ii)=H(Ii)+1.

Dist(Ii)=
B

b width(Rj, Uk)
×H(Ii).

4. If Ii exists in PIT (Rj), then aggregate Ii in PIT(Rj) and dispose Ii.

5. Else, if FIB(Rj) has upstream router/server information for Ii for-

warding, then forward Ii to upstream router/server accordingly.

(a) Make record of Ii in PIT (Rj).

6. Else, dispose Ii from the network.

4.5.4 Content Message Handling Procedure

When a matching content (C name(Ii)) is found in the CS of router (Rj)

or Ii needs to be served by the server, the router/server becomes content

provider. The provider prepares a corresponding Content message (Di)

as discussed in the “Content message handling procedure”. For this, the

content provider (Rj) performs step− 1 of the procedure as defined below.

Procedure-2: Content message handling procedure

(Di, Rj, Rm, Uk)

1. If requested content Ii exists in the CS(Rj) then

(a) Create Content message (Di) corresponding to Ii.

(b) Copy the value of Dist(Ii) field from Ii to Di.

(c) Set the value of field, Dist(Di) =0.

(d) Set the name of PH(Rj) in the S.PH(Di) and O.PH(Di) fields

of Content message (Di).

(e) Reset the field, ϕ(Di) = 0.

(f) Forward Di in the reverse direction towards Uk.
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2. Else, when Content message is received at the intermediate router

Rm from the content provider (Rj)/server then perform step− 3 to

step− 7.

3. Compute and overwrite the value in the distance field Dist(Di) as

the distance between Rj and Rm.

H(Di) = H(Di) + 1.

Dist(Di)=
B

b width(Rj, Rm)
×H(Di).

4. If, Rm is a partition head then,

(a) Overwrite its name (Rm) into O.PH(Di) field of the Di.

(b) If S.PH(Di)! = O.PH(Di) then

Set the field, ϕ(Di) = 1.

5. Placement Score = WRm(C name(Di))×
Dist(Di)

Dist(Ii)

6. If ϕ(Di)=1 & O.PH(Di) = PH(Rm) & S.PH(Di)! = PH(Rm) &

Placement Score ≥ TR, then

(a) Cache content in the CS(Rm) using the LRU replacement mech-

anism.

(b) Reset the ϕ(Di) field to 0.

7. Forward Di towards requester Uk.

In step − 1, the router Rj move the value of Dist(Ii) field from Ii to

the identical field in Di and set the value of Dist(Di) to 0. Then, the

provider (Rj) insert its partition-head name PH(Rj) in the S.PH(Di)

and O.PH(Di) fields of Di . The field ϕ(Di) is initialized with 0. In

the proposed scheme, ϕ(Di) = 0 and ϕ(Di) = 1 define that the content

caching is disabled and vice-versa. The generated Content message Di is

then forwarded towards the requester (Uk).

The on-path router that receives the Content message Di, performs

step − 3 to step − 7 for content caching and forwarding operations. In
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step−3, the router computes the Dist(Di). The proposed caching strategy

caches the contents in the intermediate partitions only when the content

is passed through their partition heads. When the content is found within

the same partition that generated the Interest message, then the content is

routed to the requester without caching operations. These characteristics

minimize the number of cache replacement operations and ensure high con-

tent diversity within the partition. Step−4 is performed to enable content

caching in the intermediate partition when content is passed through the

partition head. Then, the value of Placement Score is computed based on

the content popularity and normalized distance parameters (step−5). The

content is cached in the intermediate router, ifDi is forwarded from another

partition, its caching is enabled (ϕ(Di) = 1) and the Placement Score is

greater than or equal to the threshold value (TR). If the content is cached,

then the value of ϕ(Di) is reset to 0 to avoid excessive caching of Di within

remaining intra-partition routers (step − 6). Finally, irrespective of the

caching decision, the content is forwarded towards the requester (Uk) as

mentioned in step− 7.

4.6 Simulation parameters and setup

The simulation environment is used to produce the real-time architec-

ture of the CCN. There are various simulation tools for CCN such as

ndnSIM [112, 113], ccnSIM [114], Icarus [90], and OMNeT++ [82, 115]

etc. Among these tools, the ndnSIM is a widely accepted and open-source

simulation tool, and therefore, it is used to analyze the performance of

the caching schemes. The ndnSIM allows programmable changes using the

C++ programming language. Using the ndnSIM tool, the programmers can

customize the evaluation parameters and network configurations. Hence,

the tool is deployed on the Ubuntu 16.04 operating system to evaluate
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the performance of proposed PDC and DPPCOP strategies and existing

caching schemes that are considered in the thesis.

To evaluate the network performance, the US (United States)-based

Abilene network topology has been implemented in the ndnSIM simulation

environment with 167 nodes. The Abilene network topology is used for

communication among Universities and few corporate and affiliated orga-

nizations in all of the US states along with the District of Columbia and

Puerto Rico. The 167 network nodes are categorized into 1 content server,

33 in-network routers, and 133 requesters. Initially, the content server

holds the content catalog to serve the Interest messages. The in-network

routers have the content caching capability and are also used to forward the

Interest message and Content messages towards providers and requesters

respectively. The requesters generate the Interest messages in the network

and they are the ultimate recipient of the Content messages.

4.6.1 Simulation parameters for PDC caching scheme

For realistic simulation results in the proposed PDC caching scheme, the

value of content catalog size (|D|) is set to 5000 contents of uniform payload

size. The cache size (Csize(Ri)) of each in-network router is set to 1− 2%

of the catalog size i.e. 50/100 contents in different simulation executions

and therefore, (Csize(Ri)) << |D|. The Content messages carry 1 KB

of payload which are generated in response to the Interest messages. The

value of the popularity skewness parameter α is 0.7 to analyze a wide range

of content popularity distribution patterns. The request generation rate is

set to 50/second for each requester and therefore, approximately (133 ×

50=) 6650 Interest messages are generated every second in the network.

The LRU strategy is implemented as the default cache replacement scheme

for the proposed and existing caching schemes.
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Table 4.1: Simulation parameters values

Parameter Value
|R| 33

Total number of requesters 133
Content server 1

|D| 5000
α 0.7

Csize(Ri) 50/100
λ 50 per second
δ 0.6

Connection delay 10ms
Connection bandwidth Up to 10Mbps

θ 0.02
Payload size 1 KB

Simulation duration 1050 STU (Simulation Time Unit)

The value of “θ” plays a critical role in computing the content demand

in the network routers. It has been observed that increasing the value of

“θ” beyond a certain point excessively increases the computational latency

and does not improve the network performance significantly. Therefore, the

value of “θ” has been taken as 0.02 to compute the size of the Popularity

Window. Using this value, the Popularity Window can store up to (⌊0.02×

5000⌋, as per Equation 3.4) 100 content names in the proposed caching

schemes when network have 5000 distinct type of contents. The link delay

among the network nodes is kept at 10 ms with network bandwidth up to

10 Mbps respectively. The simulation parameters and their corresponding

values used in the PDC caching strategy are summarized in Table. 4.1.

4.6.2 Simulation parameters for DPPCOP caching

scheme

In the proposed DPPCOP caching scheme, the in-network routers of the

Abilene network are divided into several partitions as shown in Fig. 4.3.

When the value of β is set to 30 during network partitioning, the network

routers are eventually divided into 4 partitions using the Elbow method.

For performance evaluation of the DPPCOP scheme, the values of the
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Table 4.2: Simulation parameters values

Parameter Value
|R| 33

Total number of requesters 133
Content server 1

|D| 5000
α 0.8 and 1.1

Csize(Ri) 50
λ 50 per second
β 30

Connection delay 10ms
Connection bandwidth 10Mbps

θ 0.1
Payload size 1 KB

Simulation duration 150 seconds

simulation parameters are depicted in Table 4.2.

After network partitioning, the performance of the proposed caching

scheme is examined for a wide variety of threshold values (TR) in terms

of the cache hit ratio characteristic. The cache hit ratio for an in-network

router is computed as the ratio of the total number of cache hits in the

cache and the total number of Interest messages received by the router.

Fig. 4.4 illustrates the cache hit ratio achieved by the proposed DPPCOP

caching scheme in the entire network for different threshold values (TR =

1 to 7). The optimal cache hit ratio is obtained when TR = 2 with α =

0.8 and therefore, these simulation values are considered during execution

of the proposed caching scheme. Although the values of β and TR are

relatively arbitrary and may differ for other network topologies, it offers

a sufficiently acceptable foundation point to evaluate the performance of

large-scale Content-Centric Networks.

4.7 Evaluation parameters & Criteria

The following evaluation parameters are used to examine the performance

of the proposed PDC and DPPCOP caching schemes with peer caching

strategies.
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Figure 4.4: Computation of (TR) in the DPPCOP caching scheme

4.7.1 Cache hit ratio

The cache hit ratio is one of the key indicators to explore the caching

performance in the network. A cache hit occurs when the content is found

in the CS (Content Store) of the router. Otherwise, if the content does

not found in the CS, then it is called a cache miss. The division of cache

hit to the total number of Interest messages received by the in-network

routers is represented using the cache hit ratio. Equation 4.3 [116] shows

the heuristics to compute the value of this parameter.

Hit Ratio =

|R|∑
i=1

Hit(Ri)

|R|∑
i=1

Hit(Ri) +
|R|∑
i=1

Miss(Ri)

(4.3)

As defined in Equation 4.3, the cache hit ratio improves when the re-

quested contents are found near the requesters and the number of cache

miss operations reduces in the network. Hence, the performance of the

network increases with an increase in the accuracy of content placement

decisions.
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4.7.2 Average network hop count

This evaluation criterion determines the total number of hops pass-over by

the Interest messages and the corresponding Content messages to reach the

content provider and the requester respectively. A decrease in the value of

the average network hop count represents improved QoS for the requesters

as the content is accessed from the nearby network routers. Equation 4.4

shows the value of average network hop count observed by an Interest mes-

sage (Ij) and its matching Content message (Dj) during content retrieval.

Hop Count = H(Ij) +H(Dj) (4.4)

4.7.3 Average network delay

The network delay for a requested content is computed as the time duration

between Interest message generation and the receiving of the matching Con-

tent message. This metric also adds the Interest message retransmission

delay if the content is not retrieved within a defined period. The average

network delay is a significantly different performance criterion from the

average network hop count as it also includes the computational delay ex-

perienced during content caching decisions. During simulations, the value

of average network delay is computed in terms of micro-seconds (µs).

4.7.4 Average network traffic

The average network traffic is computed as the aggregation of network

traffic (in KB) detected on the links (E) in per unit time (second). This

parameter denotes the exploitation of available network bandwidth and

the computational resources of in-network routers. When the cache hit

ratio increases, the contents are retrieved with lesser delays and it also

decreases the network traffic. Thus, the network traffic tends to decrease
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with improvement in the accuracy of content placement decisions.

4.8 Summary

In this chapter, the PDC and DPPCOP caching schemes are proposed

for the content placement decisions. The next chapter will present the

performance evaluation and analysis of the proposed caching strategy. The

next chapter will also compare the performance of suggested PDC and

DPPCOP schemes with traditional routing protocols.
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Chapter 5

Result Discussions and

Analysis

This chapter discusses the performance results achieved by the proposed

PDC and DPPCOP caching schemes and compares them with existing

caching strategies. The simulation results are compared based on the hit

ratio, average network hop count, average delay, and network traffic met-

rics. These results are obtained for different caching capacities and a wide

range of content popularity patterns in a realistic network configuration.

5.1 Result Discussions and Analysis of the

Proposed PDC Caching Scheme

In this section, the performance of the proposed PDC caching scheme is

presented. The results show significant performance gain from the peer

caching strategies on different QoS parameters as follows:
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Figure 5.1: In-network cache hit-ratio of caching schemes with Csize=50,
|D| = 5000, α = 0.7 and λ = 50/second

5.1.1 Effect on cache hit ratio (PDC caching scheme)

The cache hit ratio defines the utilization of cache space to serve the re-

quested contents in the network. It is computed using Equation 4.3. The in-

crease in the value of the cache hit ratio indicates improved cache space uti-

lization and QoS for the requesters. As shown in Fig. 5.1, when Csize=50,

the proposed PDC caching scheme shows improved cache hit ratio during

simulations as compared to the traditional caching scheme (LCE), DC-

based, and FGPC caching schemes.

As the proposed PDC caching scheme considers content popularity and

distance parameters during content placement decisions, the scheme is able

to cache popular contents near the requesters. Therefore, a similar perfor-

mance gain is achieved when the caching capacity is increased to 100 (2% of

the content catalog size), and it is illustrated in Fig. 5.2. As shown in Fig.

5.2, the proposed PDC caching scheme outperforms the existing caching

strategies by showing up to 1.7%, 1.1%, and 2.0% gain in the cache hit ratio
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Figure 5.2: In-network cache hit-ratio of caching schemes with Csize=100,
|D| = 5000, α = 0.7 and λ = 50/second

Table 5.1: Gain of proposed caching scheme on existing schemes based on
cache hit ratio

Gain in cache hit ratio

Network

configuration

(Csize,|D|, α, λ)

PDC

Vs.

LCE

PDC

Vs.

DC

PDC

Vs.

FGPC

(50,5000,0.7,50) 1.75% 1.3% 2.0%

(100,5000,0.7,50) 1.7% 1.1% 2.0%

from the LCE, DC-based, and the FGPC caching strategies respectively.

The hit ratio gain has been computed as the difference between the

cache hit ratio of the proposed and existing caching scheme. It is computed

using Equation 4.3. Table 5.1 summarizes the hit ratio gain achieved by

the PDC scheme over existing schemes for different caching capacities.
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Figure 5.3: Average network hop-count of caching schemes with Csize=50,
|D| = 5000, α = 0.7 and λ = 50/second

5.1.2 Effect on average network hop count (PDC

caching scheme)

The average network hop count parameter defines the number of hops tra-

versed by the messages to access the contents in the network. The decrease

in hop count value indicates improved network performance as the content

is retrieved with reduced delay. Fig. 5.3 shows the average network hop

count value observed under different caching schemes when Csize = 50. In

this scenario, the proposed PDC scheme shows up to a 6.9% decrease in

average network hop count from the existing caching schemes.

Analogous performance results are discovered when the caching capacity

is set to 100 contents for each in-network router. In this scenario, the

proposed scheme outperforms the existing caching schemes by achieving

up to 5.4%, 3.3%, and 6.0% decrease in the hop count value from LCE,

DC-based, and FGPC caching solutions.
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Figure 5.4: Average network hop-count of caching schemes with Csize=100,
|D| = 5000, α = 0.7 and λ = 50/second

%HC Reduction =
(Hop Count(ES)−Hop Count(PS))× 100

Hop Count(ES)
(5.1)

The percentage of hop count reduction is computed using Equation 5.1.

Here, %HC Reduction, Hop Count(ES) and Hop Count(PS) represent

the percentage of reduction in hop count, the number of hops observed

under the existing caching scheme, and hop count experienced in the pro-

posed caching scheme respectively. Table 5.2 summarizes the reduction

in the average network hop count for PDC scheme from existing schemes

under different caching capacities.
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Table 5.2: Average hop count reduction in the proposed PDC caching
scheme from existing schemes

Reduction in average network hop count

Network

configuration

(Csize,|D|, α, λ)

PDC

Vs.

LCE

PDC

Vs.

DC

PDC

Vs.

FGPC

(50,5000,0.7,50) 6.3% 4.2% 6.9%

(100,5000,0.7,50) 5.4% 3.3% 6.0%

5.1.3 Effect on average network delay (PDC caching

scheme)

The average network delay is determined in micro-seconds and this metric

shows the average latency in content retrieval from the Interest message

generation. Therefore, lesser network delay suggests efficient utilization of

the available caching resources. Fig. 5.5 shows the average network delay

experienced under different caching schemes when Csize = 50. As shown in

the Figure, the average network delay is ≈ 112000ms(micro− seconds) for

the proposed PDC caching scheme and it outperforms the existing LCE,

DC-based, and the FGPC caching strategies.

When caching capacity of the in-network routers is increased and set to

100 with keeping other parameters remain unchanged, the average network

delay reduces for all caching strategies. As shown in Fig. 5.6, in this

scenario also the PDC scheme significantly reduces the average network

delay as compared to peer schemes. For these simulation executions, the

percentage reduction in average network delay is summarized in Table 5.3.

5.1.4 Effect on average network traffic (PDC caching

scheme)

The average network traffic determines the utilization of available network

bandwidth and indicates the load on communication links. The decrease
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Figure 5.5: Average network delay (in micro-seconds) with Csize=50, |D| =
5000, α = 0.7 and λ = 50/second

Figure 5.6: Average network delay (in micro-seconds) with Csize=100,
|D| = 5000, α = 0.7 and λ = 50/second
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Table 5.3: Average network delay reduction in the proposed PDC caching
scheme from existing schemes

Reduction in average network delay

Network

configuration

(Csize,|D|, α, λ)

PDC

Vs.

LCE

PDC

Vs.

DC

PDC

Vs.

FGPC

(50,5000,0.7,50) 4.4% 3.2% 5.5%

(100,5000,0.7,50) 4.6% 2.8% 5.6%

Figure 5.7: Average network traffic (in KB/second) with Csize=50, |D| =
5000, α = 0.7 and λ = 50/second

in link load leads to lesser congestion in the network and improves the

scalability of the network. Therefore, a decrease in average network traffic

improves network performance and QoS for the requesters. This metric is

measured in KB/s.

Fig. 5.7 and Fig. 5.8 demonstrate the average network traffic for dif-

ferent caching schemes when Csize is 50 and 100 respectively. The results

demonstrate that the PDC caching scheme decreases the network traffic as

compared to the existing caching schemes in both simulation scenarios.

The simulation results also illustrate that the network traffic and cache
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Figure 5.8: Average network traffic (in KB/second) with Csize=100, |D| =
5000, α = 0.7 and λ = 50/second

Table 5.4: Average network traffic reduction in the proposed PDC caching
scheme from existing schemes

Reduction in average network traffic

Network

configuration

(Csize,|D|, α, λ)

PDC

Vs.

LCE

PDC

Vs.

DC

PDC

Vs.

FGPC

(50,5000,0.7,50) 2.7% 2.4% 4.9%

(100,5000,0.7,50) 2.9% 3.6% 6.3%

hit ratio has an inverse relation among them. When the cache hit ratio

decreases, more contents are served by the server which increases network

traffic and vice-versa. The percentage of reduction in average network

traffic is described in Table. 5.4 for Csize=50 and 100.
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5.2 Result Discussions and Analysis of the

Proposed DPPCOP Caching Scheme

In this section, the performance of the proposed partitioning-based DPP-

COP caching scheme is presented and compared with state-of-the-art ex-

isting caching strategies. Table 4.2 summarizes the values of simulation

parameters used to obtain the results. As discussed in section 4.4, the

Abilene network is partitioned before performing the caching operations.

After partitioning of the network, the caching decisions are taken based on

the partition information, content popularity, and distance parameters as

illustrated in section 4.5.3 and 4.5.4. During performance evaluation, the

performance of the proposed DPPCOP caching scheme is compared with

the traditional caching schemes such as LCE, LCD, and recent strategies

like DC-based, FGPC, and the CPNDD schemes.

5.2.1 Effect on cache hit ratio (DPPCOP caching

scheme)

Fig. 5.9 and Fig. 5.10 evaluate the cache hit ratio of the DPPCOP caching

strategy with existing schemes when α = 0.8 and α = 1.1 respectively.

Initially, all the caching schemes show a low cache hit ratio till 25 seconds as

the in-network cache are empty and begin caching of the incoming contents.

After 25 seconds, the hit ratio of caching schemes improves as more contents

are retrieved from the CS of in-network routers and a lesser number of

contents need to be served by the server.

When α = 0.8, the DPPCOP caching scheme outperforms the existing

caching schemes as shown in Fig. 5.9. The gain in the hit ratio is achieved

due to improved cache diversity in the network and caching of popular

contents near the requesters. During simulations, the DPPCOP scheme
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Figure 5.9: Average network hit ratio with Csize=50, |D| = 5000, α = 0.8
and λ = 50/second

shows up to 4.8%, 2.2%, 3.9%, 4.1%, and 1.8% gain in hit-ratio from the

existing LCE, LCD, DC-based, FGPC, and CPNDD caching strategies.

The hit ratio of all the caching schemes improves when the value of

α in Zipf distribution is increased to 1.1 while keeping other simulation

parameters remain unchanged as shown in Fig. 5.10. This improved cache

hit ratio is obtained as a large subset of content requests are concentrated

on a smaller subset of the content catalog. Therefore, popular contents are

placed within different partitions with increased probability which results

in an increased cache hit ratio. As illustrated in Fig. 5.10, the DPPCOP

scheme shows an improved cache hit ratio up to 8.6% from the existing

caching strategies.

5.2.2 Effect on average network hop count (DPPCOP

caching scheme)

When the cache hit ratio improves in the network, it indicates that the

contents are accessed from the nearby routers with lesser cache miss prob-
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Figure 5.10: Average network hit ratio with Csize=50, |D| = 5000, α = 1.1
and λ = 50/second

ability. Therefore, the average network hop count decreases with increase

in the cache hit ratio. Fig. 5.11 shows the average network hop count

for the DPPCOP and the existing caching schemes. As demonstrated, the

DPPCOP scheme reduces the average network hop count significantly as

compared to peer caching schemes.

A similar reduction in hop count is shown in Fig. 5.12 when the ex-

ponent value of Zipf distribution is increased to 1.1. In this scenario, the

network hop count for all the caching schemes improves significantly due

to the increased number of Interest messages for the smaller number of

contents. The simulation results show that the proposed DPPCOP scheme

reduces the average network count up to 21.3%, 6.4%, 16.2%, 7.9%, and

8.6% from the LCE, LCD, DC-based, FGPC, and CPNDD strategies re-

spectively.
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Figure 5.11: Average network hop-count with Csize=50, |D| = 5000, α =
0.8 and λ = 50/second

Figure 5.12: Average network hop-count with Csize=50, |D| = 5000, α =
1.1 and λ = 50/second
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Figure 5.13: Average network delay (in microsecond) with Csize=50, |D| =
5000, α = 0.8 and λ = 50/second

5.2.3 Effect on average network delay (DPPCOP

caching scheme)

Fig. 5.13 and Fig. 5.14 plots the results of average network delay for

the caching schemes under the different values of α (0.8 and 1.1). During

simulations, it has been noticed that analogous to previous results, the

network delay decreases when α increases. In low popularity distributions,

all the caching schemes take a longer time to retrieve the contents. This

is explained in section 2.1.3 for the Interest messages. Hence, most of the

Interest messages cross a shorter path to access the matching content with

an increase in α. For instance, Fig. 5.13 shows that the proposed DPPCOP

caching strategy reduces the average network delay up to 12.2% from peer

caching strategies.
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Figure 5.14: Average network delay (in microsecond) with Csize=50, |D| =
5000, α = 1.1 and λ = 50/second

5.2.4 Effect on average network traffic (DPPCOP

caching scheme)

The average network traffic reduces when the contents are accessed from

the nearby in-network routers. Using network partitioning, the proposed

scheme decreases cache redundancy, and thus, it caches diverse contents

within partitions. Due to this, a large subset of popular contents is cached

within each partition. Thus, a lesser number of Interest messages reaches

the server for content retrieval and the requests are handled within parti-

tions with increased probability.

Fig. 5.15 and Fig. 5.16 shows the average network traffic in terms of

load on the network links in per unit time (KB/s) for different content

popularity distributions (α = 0.8/1.1). The decrease in the network traffic

leads to lesser network congestion and improved QoS for the requesters. As

shown in Fig. 5.15 when α = 0.8, the proposed caching scheme outperforms

the LCE, LCD, DC-based, FGPC, and CPNDD strategies by reducing

the network traffic by 8.3%, 3.3%, 8.4%, 7.7%, and 5.1% respectively. A
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Figure 5.15: Average network traffic (in KB/second) with Csize=50, |D| =
5000, α = 0.8 and λ = 50/second

similar reduction in network traffic is observed when α is increased to 1.1

because the caching probability is improved for the popular contents using

the proposed heuristics. The simulation results, obtained with α = 1.1

while keeping the remaining parameters unchanged, are shown in Fig. 5.16.

5.2.5 Discussion

As the in-network content caching shows significant improvement in the

QoS for the end-user devices, it makes the caching feature suitable for the

Content-Centric Networking based IoT environments [117] such as smart

cities, smart healthcare systems, and smart transportation systems, etc.

For example; a new content has been launched and a flash crowd occurred

for this content in a smart city, then without in-network caching capability,

only the server will provide the requested content to all users. In the flash

crowds, a large number of end-users request for specific content. It would

create congestion in the network and causes degraded QoS for the end-users.

To minimize the load of the flash crowd, the proposed in-network caching
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Figure 5.16: Average network traffic (in KB/second) with Csize=50, |D| =
5000, α = 1.1 and λ = 50/second

scheme reduces the network traffic on the original server by caching the

popular contents on suitable intermediate routers/gateways/access points.

Similarly, in smart transportation systems, the vehicles can receive the

traffic information from the nearby RSUs (Roadside Units) (having caching

capabilities) instead of repeatedly fetching the same information from the

servers.

Analogous to smart cities and transportations, the proposed scheme

can also be deployed in the WSN [79]. In WSN, different applications

can access the information from the sensors. In this scenario, instead of

accessing the identical content from the sensors for each request, the con-

tent can be placed in the intermediate routers/gateways to forward the

requested content towards applications. This would reduce the load from

the sensor nodes and increase the “alive” duration for the power-constraint

sensor devices. For efficient caching decisions in the routers, the network

partitioning and content popularity along with the distance traversed by

the Content message are taken into consideration, so that popular contents
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are cached near to the end-users with high probability. Due to this, the

cache hit ratio has been increased and the contents are accessed with lesser

delay and network traffic. This makes the proposed scheme suitable for the

CCN-based IoT applications and wireless sensor networks.

5.3 Summary

This chapter evaluated the performance of the proposed PDC and DP-

PCOP caching schemes. The performance of these schemes is compared

with the traditional and recent caching strategies on identical simulation

setups. The PDC and DPPCOP schemes are compared on performance

metrics like cache hit ratio, average network hop count, average network

delay, and network traffic parameters. The simulation results are presented

and it is observed that the proposed schemes improve the network perfor-

mance and QoS for the requesters as compared to the existing caching

schemes. In the next chapter, the statistical validation of proposed and

traditional caching schemes is presented.
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Chapter 6

Statistical validations

In this section, the statistical validation of the proposed PDC and DP-

PCOP schemes have been performed on the cache hit-ratio, hop-count,

delay, and network traffic parameters. To analyze, whether the proposed

schemes show significant performance improvement over existing schemes

or not, the two-tailed T-test with unequal variance has been performed

on the simulation results. It compares the performance of the proposed

caching strategies scheme with the existing schemes.

6.1 Two-tailed T-Test with unequal vari-

ance

The two-tailed T-test is used to test the hypothesis that two results have

equal mean values [118]. This statistical test is more reliable and accurate

when the results have unequal variances and/or have an unequal number

of sample results [119]. The T-test with unequal variance is also known as

“unpaired” or “independent sample” T-tests because the statistical units

of the two results are non-overlapping. The statistic t in the T-test is

computed using the following equation:
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t =
(X̄1 − X̄2)√
s2
X̄1

+ s2
X̄2

(6.1)

In Equation 6.1, the X̄1 and X̄2 are the sample mean of the two results.

For a given standard deviation and number of results, the standard errors

sX̄1
and sX̄2

are computed using Equation 6.2.

sX̄i
=

si√
Ni

(6.2)

Here, Ni represents the number of results obtained from a caching

scheme during execution.

6.2 Null Hypothesis and alternative hy-

pothesis

In a two-tailed T-test, the null hypothesis needs to be carefully defined.

The following null hypothesis has been tested on the simulation results

that are obtained for the caching strategies, “There is no significant differ-

ence between the hit-ratio, delay, hop-count, and network traffic results of

the proposed caching solutions and the existing schemes”. In the statisti-

cal analysis, a P-value defines the probability that the null hypothesis is

true or false. A P-value is computed using the simulation results. If the

P-value is greater than 0.05, then it indicates that there is more than 5%

probability that the null hypothesis is true and the results are not signif-

icantly different from each other. It concludes that there is no evidence

that the results of caching schemes are different even though they have

different standard deviations. If, P-value ≤ 0.05, then the null hypothesis

is rejected [120]. When the null hypothesis is rejected, then the alternative

hypothesis becomes true i.e. “there is a significant difference between the
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results which are obtained for different caching strategies”.

6.3 Statistical validation of the performance

of PDC caching scheme

The statistical validation of the proposed PDC caching scheme is performed

using the above-mentioned two-tailed T-test. The results of the existing

peer caching schemes are compared with the PDC caching scheme on the

hit ratio, average network hop count, delay, and network traffic metrics.

Table 6.1 shows the obtained P-value for the hit ratio and the hop count

parameters. The results demonstrate that the obtained P-value is signif-

icantly lesser than 0.05 and hence, the null hypothesis is rejected which

indicates that the obtained results for the PDC scheme are significantly

different than the existing caching schemes.

Table 6.1: Statistical validations of the performance of PDC over existing
peer scheme: Hit ratio and average network hop count

Existing scheme (Csize(Ri)) P-value (Hit-Ratio) P-value (Average Hop-Count)

LCE 50 0.01 (3.26× 10−155) 0.01 (7× 10−160)

DC 50 0.01(1.7× 10−128) 0.01 (1.2× 10−117)

FGPC 50 0.01(7.8× 10−100) 0.01 (2.12× 10−79)

LCE 100 0.01(4.3× 10−141) 0.01 (1.9× 10−148)

DC 100 0.01(1.16× 10−91) 0.01 (1.03× 10−88)

FGPC 100 0.01(5.34× 10−71) 0.01 (7.76× 10−51)

Analogous to the results obtained for hit ratio and hop count metrics,

the proposed PDC scheme shows significantly improved performance in

terms of average network delay and traffic metrics as illustrated in Ta-

ble 6.2. Hence, the content caching heuristics used in the proposed PDC
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scheme improves the network performance and QoS for the requesters and

the results are also statistically validated.

Table 6.2: Statistical validations of the performance of DPPCOP over ex-
isting peer scheme: Average network delay and network traffic

Existing scheme (Csize(Ri)) P-value (Average Network Delay) P-value (Network Traffic)

LCE 50 0.01 (2.9× 10−119) 0.01 (9.36× 10−40)

DC 50 0.01 (1.59× 10−87) 0.01 (3.94× 10−34)

FGPC 50 0.01 (4.61× 10−84) 0.01 (9.86× 10−74)

LCE 100 0.01 (8.6× 10−112) 0.01 (1.0a7× 10−59)

DC 100 0.01 (6.39× 10−70) 0.01 (1.6× 10−50)

FGPC 100 0.01 (7.96× 10−54) 0.01 (1.68× 10−65)

6.4 Statistical validation of the performance

of DPPCOP caching scheme

Table 6.3 and Table 6.4 show the computed P-value of the two-tailed T-Test

that are obtained after the comparison of performance parameters of the

proposed DPPCOP scheme with peer schemes. As the computed P-value

is significantly lesser than the significance level (0.05) in the T-test, the

null hypothesis has been rejected. Therefore, statistically, the performance

achieved by the DPPCOP caching scheme is significantly different than

the peer schemes. Hence, the performance of the DPPCOP is significantly

higher (with > 95% confidence) and statistically validated.

6.5 Summary

This chapter discussed the significance of statistical analysis. The pro-

posed PDC and DPPCOP caching strategies are statistically validated on
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Table 6.3: Statistical validations of the performance of DPPCOP over ex-
isting peer scheme: Hit ratio and average network hop count

Existing scheme (α) P-value (Hit-Ratio) P-value (Average Hop-Count)

LCE 0.8 0.01 (7.01× 10−159) 0.01 (1.49× 10−192)

DC 0.8 0.01(5.57× 10−154) 0.01 (1.19× 10−184)

FGPC 0.8 0.01(6.97× 10−172) 0.01 (2.81× 10−132)

LCD 0.8 0.01(1.51× 10−78) 0.01 (1.48× 10−49)

CPNDD 0.8 0.01(4.95× 10−85) 0.01 (1.24× 10−118)

LCE 1.1 0.01(5.39× 10−168) 0.01 (4.18× 10−198)

DC 1.1 0.01(1.76× 10−165) 0.01 (3.26× 10−190)

FGPC 1.1 0.01(3.31× 10−72) 0.01 (1.07× 10−44)

LCD 1.1 0.01(5.02× 10−48) 0.01 (9.99× 10−27)

CPNDD 1.1 0.01 (1.53× 10−95) 0.01 (1.39× 10−109)

Table 6.4: Statistical validations of the performance of DPPCOP over ex-
isting peer scheme: Average network delay and network traffic

Existing scheme (α) P-value (Average Network Delay) P-value (Network Traffic)

LCE 0.8 0.01 (7.25× 10−178) 0.01 (2.83× 10−182)

DC 0.8 0.01 (1.74× 10−172) 0.01 (8.86× 10−178)

FGPC 0.8 0.01 (2.02× 10−143) 0.01 (8.43× 10−159)

LCD 0.8 0.01 (1.09× 10−44) 0.01 (8.76× 10−46)

CPNDD 0.8 0.01 (1.58× 10−111) 0.01 (3.13× 10−113)

LCE 1.1 0.01 (2.67× 10−189) 0.01 (7.39× 10−205)

DC 1.1 0.01 (2.45× 10−180) 0.01 (7.71× 10−195)

FGPC 1.1 0.01 (2.21× 10−48) 0.01 (1.31× 10−58)

LCD 1.1 0.01 (5.52× 10−27) 0.01 (1.74× 10−32)

CPNDD 1.1 0.01 (4.66× 10−108) 0.01 (3.94× 10−126)

different performance metrics under a wide variety of simulation configu-

rations. In the next chapter, the conclusion and future scope of the thesis

are presented.
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Chapter 7

Conclusion and future research

The content caching characteristic of Content-Centric Networking has

raised new challenges for efficient utilization of the available resources. To-

wards this, two novel content caching schemes are proposed in this work

to improve network performance. Section 7.1 discusses the contributions

of this thesis work. A brief on the future scope of the thesis is presented in

Section 7.2.

7.1 Contributions

The major contributions of the thesis are as follows,

I Initially, a content popularity and distance parameters based caching

scheme called PDC is proposed for the content caching decisions.

To determine the content popularity with accuracy and reliability,

a novel Popularity Window is proposed and the size of Popularity

Window is computed using the content catalog size. Using the ap-

plied heuristics, the PDC caching scheme places the popular contents

near the requesters to improve their QoS. The PDC scheme takes au-

tonomous caching decisions without additional communication over-

head. The simulation results show that the PDC scheme improves
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network performance as compared to the existing caching schemes

under different caching capacities (1% − 2% of the content catalog

size).

II To control excessive caching operations and a further improvement in

the performance of the PDC caching scheme, a dynamic partitioning-

based caching scheme (DPPCOP) is proposed. The DPPCOP scheme

dynamically partitioned the network into a sufficiently “good” num-

ber of partitions using the “Elbow” method. During partitioning,

the scheme considers the hop count and the bandwidth parameters.

Within each partition, the routers collaborate with each other for

content caching decisions. The intra-partition routers ensure that at

most one copy of the content is cached within a partition during the

content forwarding operation. This method reduces content caching

operations and content redundancy in the network without a signifi-

cant increase in the communication overhead. For content placement

decisions, the DPPCOP scheme uses the content popularity and hop

count parameters with the LRU cache replacement algorithm.

III Extensive simulations are performed on the Abilene network topology

for different content popularity distributions. When Zipf exponent

value α = 0.8, the simulation results demonstrate the superiority of

the DPPCOP scheme on the existing caching schemes. In this sce-

nario, the DPPCOP scheme increases the hit ratio up to 4.8% and

reduces the average network hop count, delay, and network traffic by

12.2%, 15.1%, and 8.4% respectively from the peer caching schemes.

A similar performance gain is delivered by the DPPCOP scheme

from peer competing strategies when α = 1.1. Hence, it makes the

scheme suitable for implementation in performance-oriented applica-

tions such as WSN, VANET, IoT (Internet-of-Things), and upcoming
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6G network architectures.

7.2 Future Scope

The content caching design in CCN posses several advantages during the

content distributions as compared to existing IP-based Internet architec-

ture. However, CCN is a rapidly changing environment with dynamic de-

mands, trends, and technologies, which may often nullify with time. Hence,

in future, many research challenges might need to be addressed in the pro-

posed content caching solutions. Various areas of potential future works in

the context of the presented work in this thesis are as follows:

I For content popularity determination, the proposed schemes imple-

mented a novel Dynamic Popularity Window in each network router

that determines the content access probability based on the past re-

quests. The scheme considers the content catalog size to compute

the size of the Popularity Window. In future, the machine learning

algorithms can be integrated with the Popularity Window to predict

future content requests with more accuracy. The optimal size of the

Popularity Window can be determined based on these algorithms to

optimize computational delay.

II During network partitioning, the proposed network partitioning

scheme stops the merging of partitions when WSS values form an

“Elbow”. However, if “Elbow” is not formed during the merging of

the partitions then it would become difficult to get sufficiently “good”

number of partitions. In those scenarios, the network partitioning can

be performed using “average silhouette method” or “gap statistical

method” etc.

III The simulations of the caching solutions are performed in the ndnSIM
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simulation environment with an assumption that network nodes do

not have energy constraints. The current version of ndnSIM (i.e.

ndnSIM 2.0) has also not incorporated the energy-related metrics in

the performance evaluation attributes for CCN such as energy con-

sumption in a node or in the entire network in per unit time. Hence,

in future, the performance of the energy-related metrics can be fur-

ther explored and compared using custom-built network simulators.
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